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No More Pain from 
rubbing, chafing 
or blisters.

#1 Performing Chafing
Prevention Roll-on.
SportShield works to eliminate the 
unwanted, uncomfortable redness, 
soreness and burning caused from 
chafing during your run!

SportShield is super concentrated and
longer lasting than any other brands!  
No need to reapply!  Use SportShield
on any part of your body! In any sport.

UK Distributor Required for 
Europe High Performance Sport.

Contact us on:

Tel: 0035 386 3420218 www.highperformancesport.ie   karl@highperformancesport.ie
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Import Services leads the way in sports 
retail distribution. Please contact: 

Mike Thomas, Client Services Director: 

01489 799500

www.importservices.co.uk

Looking for a logistics specialist to handle high volume order processing, pre-retail, UK 
and European distribution? Here in Southampton close to the container port, PIC & PAC 
are on-hand, night and day to pick what you need, scan it and pack for despatch.  

PIC & PAC are part of Import Services’ reliable team; linked to our state-of-the-art online 
monitoring system. This means you can track your orders to successful delivery 24:7, 
safe in the knowledge PIC & PAC work at an industry leading level of accuracy. 

So if you manufacture or distribute sports products for retail and your customers’ 
order a hundred golf clubs or even a single riding hat, you definitely need PIC & PAC!

NEED SPORTS RETAIL LOGISTICS?
IT’S GAME ON WITH PIC & PAC!
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KitDeals.com® is undergoing the single largest  
change since it’s creation...

KitDeals.com - Proves itself yet again, as 2 of its new retailers both make more than 
10 x their membership fees. In 1 case in just 7 days and the other within 14 days.

>> See our amazing testimonials. 
http://www.kitdeals.com/testimonials/



Stick or

twist?
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FOOTBALL

Many different figures were quoted in the
media when England failed to qualify for
the Euro 2008 championships. The
economy was expected to suffer by around
£2billion, pubs were forced to close due to a
lack of summer spending and the British
Retail Consortium estimated that over

With the World Cup on 
the horizon, should
independents copy multi-
door retailers or focus on
technical product? The
NPD Group investigates
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£1billion could be lost through a
reduction in sales of flat-screen
televisions, food and drink, and
replica shirts. ITV estimated that it
lost £12million in advertising sales. 

The actual figure is hard to pin
down, especially as the economic
downturn was just around the corner.
Sports Direct released profit
warnings, and as its share price
tumbled the paper loss was recorded
at £74million. As the 2010 World
Cup looms and the economy eases
towards a recovery, there is hope that
a successful England campaign will
reinvigorate the market and the
feelgood factor could entice
consumers to spend more money.

Impact
What impact will this have on the
sporting goods industry? When you
combine Sports Direct, JJB and JD
Sports, these three multi-door
retailers account for 90 per cent of all
football boots and apparel sold in
Great Britain. This dwarfs the
independents, but is football as
important to specialist stores? 

The multiples rely on football
sales to a much greater extent, as
over 20 per cent of their goods are
driven through this category; with
independents, this figure is only five
per cent. According to NPD’s Online
Consumer Panel, the multiples sold
over £400million of football goods in
2009, while independents sold
around £40million. 

With this in mind, the large stores
stand to lose a lot should England not
perform as well as expected, but
could also increase revenues
significantly should the team reach
the quarter finals or beyond. There is
clearly an opportunity to target
consumers during this potential boom
time, hopefully without resorting to
the mass discounts offered by the
likes of JJB and Sports Direct. The
new Umbro England team tracksuit
was released with a recommended
price of £100. Sports Direct is
already advertising it for £80.

Replica football apparel is a huge
market for the multiples, accounting
for 50 per cent of all their products
sold. Independents do have a share of
this sector - replica apparel makes up
around 40 per cent of all their football
products sold - so there is scope to
increase this during the summer. 

Price-wise, at an average of £25,
both types of store are very similar,

but there appears to be more
discounts offered by independents
that need to turn over stock.
However, these goods make up a
small proportion of overall sales, so
if football is not so important to
independent retailers, what is?

Leisure apparel is the biggest
selling type of clothing for both
independents and multiples. The
sportswear industry is approaching
the £1billion mark in Great Britain,
so is too good an opportunity to
overlook. The real difference
between the two is the specialist
categories, such as outdoor and
skiwear. Skiwear is obviously
seasonal, but outdoor goods are sold
all year round and represent around
30 per cent of all apparel sold in
independents. The multiple stores
sell less than two per cent of outdoor
apparel, so the message is that
consumers will shop in independents
for technical wear.

Opportunities
If independents don’t want to focus
on the replica market as much as the
retail chains, what other football
apparel opportunities are there? With
the many different styles of
baselayers on offer, as well as
training and windbreak tops, sales of
non-replica football apparel is
beginning to increase. In 2009 the
size of the non-replica football
market reached just over £80million
and remained flat against an overall
falling market. 

Around Euro 2008 sales
increased for this sector, on
a smaller margin than
replica, but after the
tournament did not
decline as heavily as
national team and
club shirt sales.
Sports Direct
pushed the old
England shirt
through at very low
prices, increasing
the value of the
replica market to a
higher level than
we would normally
see with England
absent from a
tournament. This
also led to a larger
sales decline once
the new, higher
priced shirt was

released. The football
training/baselayer market is not so
influenced by competition years and
new releases. Pricing is more
attractive to the serious player as
well - replica sales average out at
around £25, whereas non-replica
garments sell for £15.

Technical garments at affordable
prices are a big selling point.
Comparing these prices to the
average outdoor apparel sale reveals
there could be an opportunity for
sales during the World Cup. Through
independent stores in 2009, outdoor
apparel sold, on average, for £20 and
skiwear for £22; during the in season
skiwear almost doubles in price.
Around Euro 2008 non-replica
apparel was selling for as little as
half the price of these categories. 

There is room for football
product in store during this key time,
but there is also scope for slight price
increases. As already mentioned,
consumers know where to shop for
technical goods, so if technical
football apparel was available in
independents chances are there
would be buyers for it.

The NPD Group monitors the sales of
sports footwear and sports apparel in
many countries around the world. For
more information contact The NPD
Group sports team on 01932 355580.

07www.sports-insight.co.uk
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INTERSPORT IN JOINT MARKETING
CAMPAIGN WITH ADIDAS
Intersport has joined forces with adidas for its latest promotional
campaign in the UK and Ireland.

The national consumer competition takes the creative form
of comic-strip graphics that have been adapted for in-store and
point-of-sale material.

The marketing initiative is the first campaign of its kind to
be launched by Intersport in the UK and Ireland, and signals the
brand’s intention to target consumers, in support of its members,
as it seeks to stamp its authority on the sports retail market.

“This level of consumer marketing will enable Intersport to
build greater brand awareness at a time when we have
invested heavily in refurbishing our corporate identity and set
our sights firmly on growth,” Says Barry Mellis, Intersport’s
general manager. 

“It is this style of nationwide
promotional activity, in association
with one of the world’s most
recognised sporting brands, that sets
us apart as a buying group.

“It enables us to develop a closer
relationship with the consumer,
which will directly benefit our
members as they seek to attract
greater footfall. Intersport is
continuing to develop its presence in
the high street, and this type of
marketing initiative goes a long way
to underpin that ambition.”

Barry Mellis: “Intersport is
continuing to develop its
presence in the high street”

HI-TEC Europe’s sales in the first quarter of 2010 have increased
significantly, compared to the same period in 2009.

Athletic footwear sales rose 63 per cent and outdoor footwear
sales increased by 48 per cent. Figures were also boosted by a 35
per cent increase in business with STAG.

“HI-TEC’s continued focus on the independent retailer, with
investment in enhanced sales support and marketing initiatives, has
enabled the brand to maximise potential opportunities across the
various sports, outdoor and lifestyle marketplaces,” says Martin
Binnendijk, HI-TEC European CEO.

Of the STAG sales increase, Binnendijk said: “This is fantastic
news and thanks go to all of the STAG and Freedom members. We
have been delighted with the sales performance of our outdoor
product and look forward to launching a new global marketing
proposition later on this year.”

Ricky Chandler, STAG/Freedom joint managing director, added:
“The outdoor range from HI-TEC has become an integral part in the
growth of Freedom in the last 12 months. 

“Excellent product quality and innovation is backed by first-class
customer service and marketing initiatives. Freedom members really
have seen the huge benefit that HI-TEC outdoor can bring to their
businesses. We are working very closely with HI-TEC to ensure this
growth continues.”

HI-TEC EUROPE
SALES SOAR

Martin Binnendijk: “We look
forward to launching a new

global marketing proposition
later on this year”
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“He was so negative he interfered with the signal strength on my phone.”
Former Crystal Palace owner Simon Jordan on Bristol City boss Steve Coppell

…The British Darts Organisation has
extended its agreement with Winmau to
endorse the company’s boards until
2015…Hibernian FC has announced a
three-year deal with Puma that sees the brand become the official kit
supplier and official licensee of replica merchandise for the Edinburgh
club…as part of its continued push into the teamwear and ball
market, Uhlsport has announced two major league sponsorships. The
German football brand has agreed terms with two leagues based in
southern England that comprise a combined total of over 500 teams.
From the 2010/11 season The Hellenic League, covering Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Middlesex,
Oxfordshire and Wiltshire, will be known as the Uhlsport Hellenic
League and all teams will play with Uhlsport match and training balls.
The North Wilts Youth and Minor Football League will also play
exclusively with Uhlsport balls and all competing teams will be offered
exclusive team offers via Uhlsport partner retailers in the region…ACA
Sports has become an official partner of Kellogg’s Feast of
Football on-pack promotion, which will appear on shelves until July
2010. Working in conjunction with Precision Training and Prostar,
the retailer will provide an online outlet for Kellogg’s customers to
redeem vouchers for teamwear, training equipment and football team
kits…adidas will be Stoke City FC’s official kit supplier next season.
The club has signed an initial four-year deal with the sportswear
firm…Sport Environment, the organiser of The Blue Mile - Race for
the Environment, has chosen Aqua Sphere as its official swim
partner. Aqua Sphere will supply 1,200 branded swim caps, as well as
assorted winners’ prizes to participants, and adds to the brand’s
strategic list of high quality event partnerships for 2010. The Blue Mile
- Race for the Environment is the UK’s newest mass participation
event. It invites people to complete a mile in, on or next to a water
environment to raise money for conservation organisation WWF-UK.
Participants can choose to swim, kayak, sail or walk the distance. The
inaugural event will take place in Plymouth on July 3, and additional
waterfront cities are being invited to take part in future events…

Sponsorship
News

www.isra.ie

ASICS has reported a 41 per cent increase in
autumn/winter pre-orders through

STAG members, compared to the
same period last year. 

“We have
had tremendous
support from
STAG members

for 2010,” says
Ryoji Sekito,

managing director of
ASICS in the UK and Ireland. “Many more retailers have booked
forward with ASICS, and in greater quantities than before. A special
mention has to be made of our renewed sales drive in Ireland.”   

Ricky Chandler of STAG says: “ASICS is a key supplier to the
STAG group. Their product quality, incentives and customer
services are first class.”

For AW10 ASICS is launching the NIMBUS 12 (pictured). The
12th version of the GEL-NIMBUS showcases more of ASICS’
pioneering technology. The guidance line helps to guide the foot
from heel strike to toe off in an anatomically efficient position. This
optimises the natural power generated by the foot, reducing lost
energy and, therefore, improving efficiency. 

ASICS’ PRE-ORDERS
UP 41% WITH STAG

Retail sales in Ireland are showing signs of recovery. National
indicators have reported back-to-back increases in March and
April. However, some sectors continue to suffer - motoring,
construction, furniture and electrical retailers show little or no
sign of improvement.

In contrast, sports retailers are performing better, with ISRA
members in general reporting steady trade.

“It’s too early to determine whether this is the start of a
rebound,” says Tom Foley. “Our members in the past few weeks
are reporting stronger sales. Longer evenings and the start back
after the winter months of many sports will inevitably boost
sales. The poor weather at Easter and the fact that Easter fell in
early April didn’t help, but since then we have had a long bright
spell of weather, and this is translating into stronger sales of
footwear, accessories and sports specific products as more people
are getting out and becoming more active.”

Foley adds: “It’s the inconsistency that is making trade very
hard to predict for everybody. There does not seem to be a
pattern. There are so many factors at play at the moment, and
most of them are outside the control of retailers. 

“What is in their control is how and what they buy. Most of
our members are now working with very manageable stock
levels. Members are using each other as a resource to buy better.
Improved margins through day-to-day discounts and deals, SMU
product, own-brand product, factory direct product, more
coordinated buying and improved information flow is all helping.

“The product offering from many of our members is a lot
different today than what was on offer 24 months ago. Retailers
who have been proactive and have made changes in response to
the trade environment are performing quite well. Independents
have a great advantage in having the ability to respond more
quickly to changing times.

“Whether we can herald an end to the recession I’m not
quite so sure, but for now we can enjoy the improved signs and
look forward to a busy sporting schedule this summer, most
notably the World Cup and an exciting GAA championship. All
we need is the summer weather that has been on the missing
list for the past two years.”

ISRA has recently put together a five-person product
selection committee whose role will be to work further on
coordinating buying among its members. The five members
consist of retailers from different parts of the country, giving
good geographic representation.

The ISRA Summer show takes place on July 12-13 at The
Heritage Golf Hotel and Resort in County Laois.

ISRA is contactable through its website: www.isra.ie.

Ireland in recovery mode?

News  11/5/10  9:42 am  Page 4
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ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

...UK Gear has won approval to supply its
advanced specification PT-03 training shoes to
the US Army…results from IFM Sports
Marketing Surveys’ first quarter industry report

show an optimistic market compared to the same time in 2009. Views
from over 400 industry professionals around the world indicate
expectations of growth in a number of areas - sponsorship revenues
are expected to rise, event attendances are increasing, TV rights look
to return to previous levels and tourism around events is looking
up…10 per cent of people have ended a relationship because of rows
about football and 11 per cent of people expect their relationship to
become more strained during the World Cup, according to
www.divorce-online.co.uk. Arsenal fans are the most likely to have
relationship problems because of the World Cup, says the online
divorce company…229 companies in the UK sports and leisurewear
industry have lost over a third of their value in a year, according to
new research by analyst Plimsoll…Group profits before tax at JD
Sports increased 61 per cent to £61.4million for the year ending
January 30, 2010. Like-for-like sales also increased by 2.5 per
cent…Cleatskins, the compression moulded rubber shell that
converts sport shoes to street shoes, has secured licenses with Real
Madrid, Barcelona and Liverpool with the help of UK-based agency,
Pure Sports Marketing… 

Sales of running shoes ‘used for
running’ increased 2.5 per cent in the
UK, France, Germany, Italy and Spain
in 2009, according to the latest
research from The NPD Group.

adidas, Asics and Nike have
benefited the most from this 
growth trend, which is being 
driven throughout Europe by 
an increasing number of women
taking up running.

Sales of running shoes ‘used for
leisure’ have fallen 10.2 per cent in
the big five European countries, says
NPD, whose research also revealed

that runners in Europe were willing to pay €9.80 more for running
shoes than their leisure equivalent.

“Purchases of running shoes that are ‘used for running’
continue to show strength as core runners around the globe remain
passionate about their lifestyle,” says Marshal Cohen, chief industry
analyst at The NPD Group.

“However, purchases of running shoes ‘used for leisure’ are
being challenged by new product offerings, as well as some
lingering economic pressures.

“With motivation being the number one driving factor for sports
participation, brands needs to have a ‘multi-message’ marketing
strategy in place – one message for the hardcore athletes and the
other to reach the consumer that is the more casual wearer.” PACKAGING AND

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Puma has launched the next phase of its long-term 
sustainability programme. 

Its new packaging and distribution system, conceived by
renowned industrial designer Yves Béhar and due to be rolled
out in the second half of 2011, will significantly reduce the
amount of waste and CO2 emissions traditional product
packaging and polythene bags generate. 

The system underpins Puma’s target of reducing 
carbon, energy, water and waste by 25 per cent, and
developing 50 per cent of its international footwear, 
apparel and accessory collections in line with best practice
sustainability standards by 2015.

Puma has also unveiled the next round of ‘puma.safe’
initiatives, laying out ambitious targets to be achieved by 2015.
Objectives include a 25 per cent reduction of CO2, energy,
water and waste in Puma offices, stores, warehouses and direct
supplier factories; a 25 per cent CO2 reduction through more
efficient product transport solutions by logistic partners; and
the introduction of the PUMA Sustainability-Index standard to
serve as a benchmark for sustainable products and a means of
communicating products’ sustainable features to consumers.

To monitor these objectives, Puma is establishing an
external advisory board of sustainability experts to consult on
the company’s plans and audit its sustainability programme.

“For a long time our mission has been to become the most
desirable ‘sport-lifestyle’ company,” says Jochen Zeitz, chairman
and CEO of Puma. “With this next phase of our sustainability
programme we have evolved our mission to be the most

PUMA UNVEILS
SUSTAINABLE

Sports 
Shorts

Marshal Cohen: “Brands needs to 
have a ‘multi-message’ marketing
strategy in place”

EURO RUNNING STUDY REVEALS
TWO DISTINCT TRENDS
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“As the scores stand, Swansea would drop out of the play-off places. What a shame, eh?”
Cardiff’s stadium announcer after announcing Blackpool were 1-0 up and Swansea were 1-0 down.

…Intersport has appointed Susan Herbert
as marketing and communication manager.
She was previously in charge of brand
direction and strategy for Love Hearts

Jewellery, with special responsibility for launching the brand and the
development of distribution channels, before which she was brand
director of adidas and Ellesse Watches…

Transfer 
Market

MITRE ACQUIRES PROSTAR
Mitre International has acquired Prostar, the UK sports team kit
and training wear brand. 

Mitre has said the two businesses will continue to trade
independently for the foreseeable future. 

"Prostar's excellence in teamwear and Mitre's strength in
sports, including football, rugby, netball and cricket, make for a
strong combination,” says Gary Hibbert, managing director of
Mitre International.

“We are delighted with the acquisition and look forward to
bringing together two of the UK's longest standing providers of sports
equipment to benefit grassroots football and team sports in the UK."

Mitre International is owned by the Pentland Group, which owns
a portfolio of brands, including Speedo, Berghaus, Ellesse and Kickers.

desirable and sustainable sport-lifestyle company in the world.
“Through our puma.safe programme we have already

started to reduce our carbon emissions, curtail wasteful
transportation, recycle and reuse available materials, use water
sparingly and become paperless.” 

Puma partnered with Yves Béhar, of San Francisco-based
fuseproject, to rethink the way the millions of pairs of shoes the
company sells each year are packaged. 

Béhar designed the ‘Clever Little Bag’, replacing the
cardboard shoebox with a reusable shoe bag that protects each
pair of shoes from damage from the point it leaves the factory
until the consumer takes it home, thus generating savings on the
production side due to less material used, reducing weight
during transportation and eliminating the need for extra plastic
carrier bags. 

“I was excited to partner with Puma and contribute to such 
a game changing project,” says Béhar. “Puma’s initiative to look
closely at one of the most challenging issues facing the retail 
industry in regards to sustainability 
and environmental harm 
was inspirational. 

“In changing the packaging and distribution lifecycle from
the ground up, we hope our new design and comprehensive
solution encourages other retail companies to follow suit.”

News  11/5/10  9:45 am  Page 6
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KIT stop
Essential stock for your shop

Caribee backpacks
Caribee backpacks are seriously cool.  

The Caribee Nice N Cool is a unique 30-litre backpack that features an
integrated cooler compartment to keep lunch fresh and drinks cool. Ideal
for school, office or the gym. Available in black, red and putty. SSP: £29.99.

Another great idea from Caribee is the practical Chilly 26-litre
backpack with removable and fully insulated lunchbox cooler. The cooler
attaches to the front of the pack via QR buckles for easy transportation.
A4 compatible, it’s available in black and silver/pink. SSP: £27.50.
For more information on becoming a Caribee stockist call Jacquie
Sandison on 0131 554 5555 or email jacquie@brandagility.co.uk.

Kit Stop  11/5/10  10:00 am  Page 1
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Jakabel pool toys
Jakabel believes in its strapline ‘Safety and FUN in the water and sun!’

From roving-eyed kickboards and swimming turtles to water-bomb
catapults, dive toys and underwater toypedo games, Jakabel does it best.
Jakabel has a vast range of pool toys, including underwater skateboards and
pocket eliminator water guns, all at competitive prices.

If it can be played within water, Jakabel stocks it.
For more information visit www.jakabel.com 
or call Josu on 0208 715 2385.

Kit Stop  11/5/10  10:02 am  Page 2
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GFORCE first across the line
GFORCE performance apparel presents high quality professional multi-
sports apparel to the club, team and school sports market. 

Not only are the garments manufactured to the highest possible
standards, but teams have several opportunities to create a truly bespoke
kit by utilising one of GFORCE’s core designs, choosing from the
company’s large colour library, adding team embroidery and badge
details, and even your own branded neck tapes or labels.

With an ambition to cover all the UK’s major sports, the GFORCE
collection already has an established athletics and running range, and as
with the whole of the GFORCE catalogue, this range fits in perfectly with
the GFORCE ethos of performance team kits available with the ultimate in
bespoke sportswear service.
For further information visit www.gforcesportswear.co.uk 
or call the GFORCE sales team on 01507 523 243.

Kit Stop  11/5/10  10:03 am  Page 3
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Recognised globally as the rugby authority, Canterbury of New Zealand
has surpassed retailer and consumer expectations once again by unveiling
its newly developed rugby ball range. 

Featuring the new SPV valve and panelling technology, the balls 
are produced to the highest quality and will rival all major competitors.
The balls are competitively priced, offering retailers a 100 per cent mark-
up on all specifications. 

Prices vary from:
• £4.99 RRP for the HOPU ball. 
• £9.99 RRP for the KIA MAU training ball. 
• £34.99 RRP for the KA MATE match ball, which
has been designed to compete at all levels. 

The HOPU ball is perfect to fill your ball bins, and at £4.99 will be a
guaranteed success as an impulse purchase item. Canterbury is renowned
for producing iconic, innovative and specialist products, of which this new
ball range does not disappoint. 
To find out more information on the latest Canterbury additions
contact your local representative or the Canterbury customer
service team on 0161 947 9944.

Canterbury of New Zealand unveils new rugby ball range

Optimum Sports
As we have come to expect from Optimum,
the Blitz range of rugby protective wear is,
yet again, at the forefront of rugby
protection. The Blitz rugby top and Extreme
Blitz headguard offers high impact
resistance protection at all points of major
contact during match play, incorporates a
full-length body and comes emblazoned in the
new Blitz colourway design.
Sizes: mini, SB, LB, S, M, L, XL, XXL. RRP: £34.99.

Bokka Eclipse
The Optimum Eclipse rugby boot has proved such a success that Optimum 

Sports has increased its colour range options to include
black/pink, black/yellow and the exciting Bokka
colourway, providing you, the retailer, with a
full and extensive range for your customers
to choose from.
Sizes juniors: 1-6. RRP: £24.99.
Sizes seniors: 7-13. RRP: £29.99.
Tel: +44(0)1942 497707. 
Email: enquires@optimumsport.com.
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PRODUCT PROFILEPRODUCT FOCUS

Nicola Waters, sales and marketing
director at UK Table Tennis, talks us
through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
Cornilleau, a family business set up in
1946 by Emile Cornilleau, was originally
no more than a carpentry workshop.
Following steady growth, Pierre
Cornilleau joined the family business in
1960 and seeing a market opportunity, the
company manufactured its first table
tennis table in 1969.

For over 40 years Cornilleau has
designed, developed and produced table
tennis tables of the highest quality.
Because of its ongoing desire to innovate
and offer a top quality product,
Cornilleau has become the European
leader while maintaining its roots and
operating from the home village of its
founding family, where all tables are
manufactured.

Cornilleau offers a full range of table
tennis products for leisure and
competitive use and has a presence in
over 50 countries worldwide. 

Key features and benefits
Compare a Cornilleau table with any
other brand and it is not difficult to see
why Cornilleau is recognised as a leading
innovator in its field. As a consumer-
focused brand, Cornilleau is continuously
improving the quality, look, feel and
image of its products to match and
exceed consumer expectations.

Cornilleau table tennis tables
All Cornilleau tables benefit from the

exclusive, patented DSI system, which
has 16 locking points so that the table is
fully locked in playing and storage
positions. This is the safest system on the
market. Because of its unique system, if a
child opens the table and releases the
handle, the panel automatically locks at
65°, avoiding any risk of accident.

The top five outdoor models are all
supplied with Cornilleau’s MAT TOP
anti-glare coating, which is 10 times less
reflective than a standard top, to avoid
being dazzled when playing in the sun. 

Other features that have been added
to some of the key models include corner
protection pads; adjustable feet for a
perfectly level playing surface on uneven
ground; a retractable net when the table is
closed, optimising storage space and
reducing breakages; and a ball dispenser.

Why have they sold so well?
In theory, there is little that can be done to a
table tennis table to differentiate it from
other brands. They are designed to conform
to the EU norm EN14468-1 - although
there are a few brands that don’t - which
governs criteria such as the dimensions of
the table, materials used for the playing
surface, size of wheels and so on.

So from a customer perspective the
look of a table tennis table can be quite
boring, which is why Cornilleau, with its
innovative design, is doing so well. Tables
from most other brands have no style or
unique features that grab a potential
customer’s attention. Cornilleau is
constantly innovating and reviews its
ranges every few years to keep them fresh.

Who are they aimed at?
There are three distinct markets for table
tennis. The primary market is tables for
leisure use. The availability of
weatherproof tables means that people can
purchase an outdoor table that can be
stored outside all year round. These tables
are manufactured using anti-corrosion
materials and the resin laminate playing
surface is designed to withstand all the
elements of sun, rain and snow -
Cornilleau offers a 10-year guarantee on
the playing surface of all its outdoor tables.

Just a word of caution, though. An
outdoor table needs to be completely

weather resistant as a damp atmosphere
or exposure to the sun will cause the table
to warp. There are a number of tables
imported from the Far East that are
advertised as indoor/outdoor models, but
neither confirm to EN regulations nor
have a weatherproof top.

The other two key markets are
schools/leisure centres and table tennis
clubs. Cornilleau has a range of tables for
each of these markets, including static
outdoor tables that are immensely popular
with schools, and ITTF approved tables
for tournaments and competition use.

How are they marketed?
In the UK Cornilleau table tennis tables
and accessories are marketed by UK
Table Tennis.  We have masses of
experience in this market and over the
last five years have seen the Cornilleau
brand move from fourth or fifth spot to
being the market leader. With a product
that performs as well as the Cornilleau
tables, the reputation of the brand is our
best marketing tool. We work with a
range of retailers, from table tennis
specialists to general sport shops, and we
raise the profile of the brand through
advertising in sport specific publications.

What is the most effective
way a retailer can market 
the range? 
Retailers can do well with table tennis
accessories in their stores, but table
tennis tables tend to be purchased over
the internet. Retailers are reluctant to
give valuable floor space to such a large
item and there is also the issue of
delivery. The tables cannot be
transported home by customers as they
are too big to fit in a car and are both
too heavy and fragile to be shipped
using a one-man delivery service.

For these reasons, we offer a drop
ship service so that retailers can advertise
the products on their websites and take
advantage of our warehousing and
distribution facility. We use a two-man
delivery service that is pre-booked with
the customer to ensure tables arrive in a
reasonable time frame - on average, five
working days - and in perfect condition.

For more information call 0845 2600 780
or visit www.uktabletennis.co.uk. si

Focus ON...
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T: 01507 523243      sales@gforcesportswear.co.uk      www.gforcesportswear.co.uk    

Up to 12,000 
Colour 

Combinations

Low

Minimum 

Order

GFORCE. Not just another 
 stock teamwear brand

Short  

Lead  

Time

High Performance Bespoke Sportswear
With a passion for sport, GFORCE prides itself in knowing how important

it is to deliver high quality, affordable, multi-sport apparel with low

order quantities and quick turn–around times.

A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST
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What brands are doing to
promote their products

MARKETING

Campaign
Online 
Introduced earlier this year, Mizuno
Precision Fit Online is an innovative new
form of advance biomechanics designed
to help runners of all levels find their
perfect running shoe. By taking users
through a number of tests that can be
performed in front of a screen, Mizuno
can analyse the data to identify the
optimum design and support for a
runner’s technique. Rather than simply
focusing on the foot strike, the tests look
at the shape of a runner’s foot as well as
their flexibility and stance, in order to
have enough data to make a measured
and detailed assessment. 

Precision Fit, unveiled to the UK
market at the Virgin London Marathon in
April, is a unique and unrivalled digital
tool. “It is the ultimate start to any runner’s
journey, incorporating unprecedented
levels of medical research, insight and
expertise,” says John Hooper, Mizuno
European promotions co-ordinator. “It
identifies the best possible shoe for every
runner’s needs and allows them to
maximise performance, safe in the
knowledge they have the most advanced
and relevant technology at their feet.”

Events
Mizuno remains committed to a number
of long-standing sponsorships and
continues to build an impressive
association with prestigious sporting
events across the world. Spanning several
sports, Mizuno’s international portfolio of
partnerships includes the Chinese
Baseball League, the Canadian National
Volleyball Championships and the
Mizuno Futsal Philipinas Fiesta. In the
UK Mizuno is the official sportswear
supplier to the Royal Parks Half
Marathon and the Moti Triathlon Series.

Mizuno is also committed to
supporting a family of 20 esteemed
international running races. Marathons in

www.sports-insight.co.uk 21

Mizuno
For over a century Mizuno has led the
field in terms of research, design and
innovation, and over the years the brand
has consistently crafted revolutionary
technical sporting goods. 

Mizuno’s equipment came to the
attention of America and Europe’s leading
athletes throughout the early 1900s as they
began to look at different ways to
maximise performance. The instant
popularity and credibility of Mizuno
sportswear quickly hit the headlines and,
with the endorsement of leading sports
celebrities, the Japanese-based company
didn’t take long to grow globally. With
international offices now in Tokyo, Paris,
Munich, Atlanta, Shanghai, Hong Kong
and London, Mizuno is undoubtedly
playing among sport’s leading brands.

Carl Lewis, Ivan Lendl, Seve
Ballesteros, Nick Faldo, Rivaldo and the
New Zealand All Blacks all reached the
pinnacle of their sports with Mizuno
equipment. Mizuno has been a keen
supporter of the Olympic movement since
its involvement in the 1964 Tokyo
Olympic Games and in 1972 was an
official supplier at Sapporo and the Winter
Games in Nagano. In golf the company
runs the official workshop to the PGA
European Tour and hosts The Mizuno
Open, a golf tournament in Japan that
qualifies its winner for The Open.

Since its birth Mizuno has stayed loyal
to the values and beliefs upon which it was
founded - persistence with precision
manufacturing and a preference for
performance over fashion. “We pledge to
put our wholehearted effort into building a
peaceful, healthy world through the
promotion of sports in the 21st century,”
says Masato Mizuno, president of the
Mizuno Corporation. “In particular, we
wish to help children around the world
enjoy sports and grow up healthy in body
and mind.”

Barcelona, Milan and Tsukuba are just a
few of a number of high profile
international races that make up the
celebrated ‘Mizuno Running Series’.
Runners from all corners are invited by the
brand to enter competitions to win places in
these high-status marathons, with the top
prize on offer being a trip to Lake
Kawaguchi for a run around Mount Fuji.

Ambassadors 
Mizuno has appointed a number of high
profile ambassadors to represent it on
the field, while also playing an active
part in the research and development of
the brand off it. Current brand
figureheads include the Manchester City
striker Roque Santa Cruz. The likeable
Paraguayan is currently spearheading
the launch of the Mizuno Wave Ignitus,
a revolutionary new technical football
boot that he will be wearing during the
World Cup. 

Nick Kennedy, the London Irish and
England Lock, continues to play an
instrumental part in the development of
the brand’s rugby footwear and apparel.
The dynamic forward is currently
wearing Mizuno’s Wave Samurai boots
for training and classically styled Morelia
boots for matches.

Mizuno also supports a number of top-
level endurance athletes, who represent the
Mizuno Racing Team in some of the most
high profile European running events. The
Mizuno Racing Team has already clocked
up some memorable performances in 2010,
including Felix Keny’s fantastic effort at
the Barcelona Marathon, Ezekiel Cherop’s
triumph at the Bath Half Marathon in
March and Jafred Chirchir Kipchumba’s
surprise victory in Milan. 

Mizuno is a leading manufacturer of
golf clubs and accessories as well, being
particularly noted for its Grain Flow
Forged irons that have been, and continue
to be, used by many of the world’s top
professional golfers, including Luke
Donald. Nick Faldo, Seve Ballesteros,
Tommy Nakajima and Sandy Lyle are
other high profile players to have played
with Mizuno clubs during their careers. si
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Looking for the best prices on the widest range 
of Sports Medical Products? 
Welcome to MedSportGB.co.uk
Be sure to take a look at our great prices on 
best selling products

Medsport GB are specialists in sports medicine
products and we are one of the leading 
suppliers of sports injury products in the UK. 
Within our range you will find 1000’s of 
carefully selected items  including products
from well known brands such as Mueller, 
McDavid, 1000 Mile, Polar and Koolpak.

Whether you need Tapes and Strapping’s, 
Supports, Sports First Aid Kits or
Fitness Items, we are sure you will find the
ideal product within our range.
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BUYER
How long have you been a buyer?
Off and on for about 12 years, but more
off than on really. I started out fitting boots
and selling skis at Snow+Rock, progressed
to shop management and ended up buying
ski equipment. I left there to start my own
sports marketing agency about seven years
ago and returned to retail, with Profeet,
last July. I’m loving being back in the
sports retail fold.

Describe the shop you work for
Profeet is a unique retail experience. It’s a
small, independent business started and
owned by Hamish Wolfenden. We
provide a custom footwear fitting service
rather than ‘sell products’. Hamish has
created an innovative and exciting
business focused on personalised
footwear fitting and crafting sport-
specific, custom-made insoles for a
number of activities, including skiing,
running, walking, trekking, cycling, golf
and football.

Meet the

Garth Dawson, operations director at Profeet
in Fulham, London

We generally work on an
appointment basis, with our technicians
devoting one-on-one attention to each of
our customers. We do a biomechanical
and postural analysis appropriate to the
sport, recommend footwear, fitness and
rehab solutions, craft custom insoles and
personalise the footwear where
appropriate. We like to say it’s a balance
of technology and touch.

Many of our customers come to us
through word-of-mouth recommendation,
which is a tribute to the quality and
ability of our staff. Our focus is on
customer service and enabling each of
our clients to get out and enjoy their
favourite sport with more comfort, less
pain and better performance.

What’s your role in the business?
Hang about and do a bit of everything, I
guess. I help Hamish create the strategic
direction of the business and to execute it.
I look after the marketing, oversee the
buying, muck about with the IT and
supply snacks. I’m looking forward to
finding the time to get back to shoe and
boot fitting, but I need to brush up on my
bones and muscles. It’s quite daunting,
but challenging, working with all these
body geeks - we employ highly skilled
technicians, including sports scientists,
podiatrists, physios and biomechanics.
The collective knowledge we have here
on the body, its biomechanics, injuries
and training, is really inspiring.

What criteria do you use when
making buying decisions?

We’re not driven by volume,
or margin, or maintaining the
status quo, which will be no
surprise to any of our suppliers.
Our ranges are created so we
can provide the best solution
for every one of our customers.
And we use, test and evaluate
all the products we stock.

We’re about fit and
performance. So we need a
variety of fit and function
profiles across our ranges to
suit all possible foot shapes
and biomechanics. And we
choose the best products we
can because we guarantee the
comfort of everything we do -
we can’t compromise on
quality or performance. If a
product is in our range, it’s 
the best we can find. We
maintain the same principles
when buying accessories and
clothing - only the best makes
the cut.

PEOPLE

What was your first job in retail?
My father owned a menswear store in
Taupo, New Zealand, which he had
bought from his father. I don’t know if I
was next in the family empire, but he
sold the business when I was at high
school. So instead of a life of Stubbies,
Aertex polo shirts and cufflinks, I
worked in a ski and windsurfing shop
called Ski Yer Heart Out during the
holidays. I was a mediocre skier, and a
pretty static windsurfer, and really just
knocked about tidying stuff up and
selling accessories.

I left New Zealand, after studying
marketing at university, for a year’s
travel and I’ve basically not quite made
it home again yet. During my journey
around the world I have had heaps of
different jobs, including sportswear
sales, tour guide, carpenter, barman and
door-to-door painting salesman. I
eventually landed at Snow+Rock in
London about 15 years ago.

Garth Dawson: “Listen
to people, but trust
your instincts, and try
and learn from your
mistakes”
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How do you find out 
about new products?
We aren’t really a retail company - we’re
an innovation company that retails
products. And we’re always looking to
find and develop new things that help us
do a better job for the people that love
doing the things we love doing.

We’re geeks with a healthy
obsession with feet and we’re always
interested in new products and ideas. We
bounce things off our suppliers and
business partners, visit trade shows and
consumer events, go to and participate in
races and use the vast resources on the
internet to find and evaluate new
concepts and products.

We also have Profeet Ambassadors -
really brave, adventurous and seriously
good athletes who take our products to
far flung corners of the globe and give
them some serious treatment. And they
help us to improve or find new products
and develop new materials and processes.

What’s been your best buy?
It’s hard to think of a single item, but
we’ve started to do a small selection of
performance clothing at Profeet, and the
Patagonia skiwear is going really well.
We use the same philosophy as we do
with all our products - we find the best
we possibly can so our customers know

they are buying the ultimate. Patagonia
shares a lot of the same principles as we
do, including our environmental and
business concerns.

And your worst?
I have a white plastic Elvis suit on my
desk. I’m not sure why that even exists,
let alone why I bought it.

Best piece of buying 
advice received?
It’s not just about buying in, but selling
out. Buying’s the easy bit. Buying the
right products for your customers means
getting to know them intimately and
understanding your business’ trading
patterns. And the analysis and
management of your stock is the key to
making a profit.

What’s the secret of 
a successful buyer?
Know your customer, know your market
and develop good relationships with all
your stakeholders - customers, colleagues
and suppliers. You have to be able to put
yourself in your customer’s shoes -
especially in our shop - to know why
they come to you, how they want their
experience or relationship with you to
evolve and what they hope to achieve
with your products or service.

Listen to people, but trust your
instincts, and try and learn from your
mistakes. And have fun. si
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Over 100 years in the making with 
unrivalled innovation, durability and 
excellence make Canterbury’s Uglies 
collection a true vision of beauty

www.canterbury.comUglies Collection - Worn by Bryan Habana

rugby 
is UGLY
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activity. Two areas of particular strength
for us have been fitness, with our
fashion-inspired vivacious range, which
combines high design with high
performance fabrics, while our eco-
friendly bamboo range in our own high
performance silky bamboo flew out of
the door. At the end of April we launched
a brand-new technical running range,
which we hope will prove to be as
popular.

How do you drive traffic 
to the No Balls website?
Marketing, marketing and more
marketing. We combine a whole range of
search engine techniques to ensure we are
on the front page of the key terms for our
leading products - women’s yoga and
women’s fitness wear - which we back
up with pay-per-click campaigns with
Google and other search engines and
social networks. We also have a full-time
PR company and do a degree of printed
and online advertising. With the launch of
the new run range, we will be working
hard to place ourselves in women’s
running too.

What is the potential of the
fitness and running market?
Fitness and running continues to grow
and develop. Well run and well promoted
races are full long before their deadlines
and the number of people just out there
running because they want to - or
because they think they should -
continues to increase. It’s a similar
scenario with yoga.

How do you plan to expand
the business?
We want to raise the profile of the brand
and continue to produce new,
commercially viable products. One of
our key forward strategies is to develop
a network of independent retail partners

to work with us and benefit from our
development. On a daily basis we are
contacted by customers who do not
want to buy online - they want to visit a
retailer, try on the products and pay at
the till. The question they ask is: “What
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Movers &
Shakers

Sue Wallis, managing director of No Balls

When did you set up 
No Balls and why?
I first came up with the idea for No
Balls when I started running seven years
ago and found it difficult to buy
attractive, well cut, high performance
sportswear designed for women. There
was high performance wear and there
was attractive fashion wear, which was
not made in performance fabrics, but
very little that ticked all the boxes. I
then embarked on a huge market survey
and was convinced there was a gap in
the market for quality technical women’s
sportswear. I approached an investor and
our first range was launched online two
years ago.

How do you compete 
against established brands?
Our biggest challenge has been that the
industry is very established and set in its
ways. I have had to work hard to
communicate what our unique selling
points are. The quality, designs, fabrics
and fit of our products have to be spot
on. If we have the support of consumers
who think we have something special
that they want, then my conversations
with potential retailers are easier to have
and more persuasive.

What are the key 
markets for No Balls?
As the name suggests, ladies’ sportswear
for non-ball sports - so running, fitness,
gym, pilates and yoga. We have ranges
that address each of these markets and
many are appropriate to more than one

sports retailers in our area can we visit
to buy the No Balls range?” Therefore,
our key strategy is to 
find the appropriate retailers to 
stock our products.

What are the benefits of 
the No Balls brand to
independent retailers?
We are in a very competitive market. Most
retailers have worked with their suppliers
for years and to try something new they
want to see that there is a limit to their risk.
We are happy to negotiate low stock levels
and can offer an in-season restock. If
something is flying off the shelves, then we
can supply more. We also provide a
regional PR campaign. We will issue press
releases about all new suppliers in their
region, together with links on our website,
and if customers phone and want a retailer
in their area we will make sure they know
who stocks our products. We are regularly
featured in key publications and are
committed to building the No Balls brand.

What are your predictions 
for the sports trade in the
year ahead?
The sportswear market is one of the
biggest potential markets that exists.
However, it is down to retailers and
brands to understand
they cannot be
complacent. Just
cranking the handle
and churning out
ordinary sportswear is
not enough; opening
the doors to the retail
shop and expecting
customers to come
and buy is not
enough. The market
is competing with
thousands of other
markets for limited
consumer spend. The
potential is there, but
the industry has to
look at new and
innovative strategies
to win. 

PEOPLE

si
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FSPA focus
The latest news from the Federation of Sports and Play Associations

The FSPA’s Sporting Goods Industry Association (SGIA) is
delighted to welcome new member Molten Sports to the
association.  

SGIA is the lead trade body representing manufacturers,
wholesalers and distributors of sporting goods in the UK and
operates under the umbrella of the Federation of Sports and
Play Associations (FSPA).  

Molten Sports joins a group of proactive sports brands
operating across many elements of sport who work together to
provide a unified voice to key UK and EU government partners
and departments such as Sport England, Youth Sports Trust,
FESI and CSPN for the benefit of the industry as a whole.  

All SGIA members adhere to the SGIA Code of Practice,
committing to maintain a high standard of quality and service
to purchasers of sporting goods. The code is designed to
deliver best value to clients and minimise risks to the user,
clients and SGIA members.

Molten Sports is the exclusive UK and Ireland distributor
for all Molten products - from footballs and basketballs to
netballs, volleyballs, waterpolo balls, handballs and korfballs,
as well as a range of sports accessories. It is the world’s largest
ball manufacturer and an internationally recognised brand. The
company is renowned worldwide for the exceptional quality of
its ball products and advanced technical know-how.  

It sponsors a wide range of leagues and clubs in the UK,
from the GB basketball team to Mini-Basketball England, as
well as the Kent and Wessex Football Leagues and UK Futsal
Association. It is also the official ball supplier to British
Universities and Colleges Sport, British Colleges Sport and the
London Youth Games. The Molten G-Series basketball is the
official ball for the London Olympics in 2012.

Speaking about the decision to join SGIA, Molten Sports’
chairman, Bob Hope, said: “SGIA is the leading UK trade
association for sporting goods. Being part of such an
established industry body allows us to benefit from their
influence and useful links, whilst utilising an impressive
benefits and services package, which promises to be beneficial
to our rapidly expanding business.”

Sporting Goods Industry Association manager, Milly
Durrant, commented: “With the SGIA having developed
strong links and new partnerships with key organisation’s such
as Sport England and the County Sports Partnership Network
recently, being a part of a trade association which can open up
new business development opportunities whilst providing an
impressive benefits and services package is becoming an
increasingly attractive option for sporting goods suppliers. 

“We welcome the application to membership of reputable
sports companies who wish to commit to the SGIA Code of
Practice and who have a strong commitment to high product
standards. We are therefore delighted to have Molten Sports as
part of the association whose active involvement within
school, college and university sport will provide the company
with an impressive platform with which to benefit from
working with CSPs, whilst strengthening the collective voice
that the association has within the industry.”

For more information on the Sporting Goods Industry
Association visit www.sgiauk.com or contact
info@sgiauk.com / 02476 414 999 (207).

THE PPA’S PLAY4LIFE
SCHOOLS CHALLENGE
The FSPA’s Play Providers
Association (PPA) is currently
planning with the Department of
Health its second campaign in support
of Change4Life, which will assist PPA
member play centre operators in
linking with their local schools in an
activity to coincide with the start of
the new school year in September.  

As a national partner of the

government’s Change4Life movement,
the PPA is helping the government to
deliver the activity part of its health
messaging campaign, which is educating
the nation, and especially children, about
the benefits of ‘Eating Well, Moving
More and Living Longer’.  

Between September 15-30, 2010
participating PPA members will run a
Play4Llife (P4L) Schools Challenge,
during which they will offer their play
centre free of charge to local schools
and groups to enable classes to visit the
centre and take the P4L challenge. 

On arrival at the centre, each child
will be given a P4L pedometer to wear
and then be let loose to play on the
equipment and utilise the facilities.
After this time, the amount of
footsteps taken and calories lost by
each child will be recorded and
collated with the rest of their group of
typically around 20 classmates. 

Both individual and class ‘scores’
will be recorded, and play centres can

use a specially designed leader board to
register the children who have taken
the highest number of steps. At the end
of the campaign prizes will be awarded
at each site, as well as on a national
level, to the children and classes who
used their free play time to the
maximum physical potential.

Research has already shown that
during an average visit to an indoor
play centre a child gets twice their
daily recommended amount of active
minutes, described by the PPA as
‘Exercise in Disguise’. 

Last year’s initiative saw more than
80 sites open their doors to families,
with excellent results. Britvic Soft
Drinks was the principal sponsor in 2009
and has again confirmed its involvement
in 2010. Further sponsorship and
partnership opportunities are available.

For more information about the PPA
and the Play4Life Schools Challenge
contact Kate Costin on 02476 414999
(205) or email kate@sportsandplay.com.
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FOOTBALL

It’s a goalkeeper’s nightmare: a
swerving, dipping shot that can
make him or her look foolish. The
phenomenon of a ball changing
direction in the air is nothing new,
and with every passing decade it
appears easier for players to impart
‘action’ on the ball and, conversely,
harder for those stood between the
posts to stop.

Ever since Brazil star Rivelino
astounded viewers across the world
in 1970 with his ability to make the
ball swerve, players have tried to
emulate him. Modern ball technology
has greatly assisted them.

The leather balls of yore were
prone to absorb water and were, thus,
too heavy to be conjured with. The
introduction of a synthetic,
impermeable surface in the 1960s

made it possible for the foot to
impart spin onto the ball - the vital
ingredient in a scientific process that
gives the humble sphere almost
magical powers.

Laws of physics
“It’s based on the laws of physics
and it’s impossible to design a ball
that will be 100 per cent stable in
flight at all times. The only way to
do that would be to shape it like an
aeroplane wing - which is not very
practical,” explains Dr Andy
Harland, senior lecturer at
Loughborough University’s Sports
Technology Institute.

When a ball moves through the
air at low speed the air flow
separates from its surface, creating
turbulence behind the ball. When

travelling above 12mph the
turbulence moves backwards,
creating a thin flow close to the ball’s
surface. This separation occurs
earlier on the side rotating against the
flow and later on the side rotating in
the same sense as the flow. The
consequent pressure differential
means the ball changes direction. 

The slight indentations where the
ball's panels are joined together
exacerbate the separation. 

The ball used for the 2006 World
Cup - the adidas designed Teamgeist -
was criticised for its unpredictability.
It was aerodynamically closer to a
cricket or baseball than a conventional
26 or 32-panel football.

Baseball pitchers swerve their
two-panel ball by throwing it with
spin. This ‘curve ball’ is very similar
to a swerving free kick. However, the
‘knuckle ball’ is thrown with limited
spin, but bobs about randomly in
flight because the seam adjusts the
air flow at less regular points. 

Bowlers in cricket ‘swing’ the
ball by ensuring one panel is rougher
than the other, creating a disturbance

The official World Cup ball is said to be more stable in
flight and boasts an unprecedented 11 colours on it.
Adrian Hill asks if what a ball looks like is now more
important than its ability to swerve

Curve ball no more?
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of the air flow. A medium or fast-
medium pace is best, therefore
express bowlers rarely get the ball to
deviate in the air.

adidas claims the 2010 World
Cup ball, with its ‘grip ‘n’ groove’
technology of just eight ‘spherically
moulded’ panels, will provide “an
exceptionally stable flight and perfect
grip under all conditions”. Its big
selling point to casual observers
would appear to be the 11 different
colours emblazoned upon it and its
look and feel - adidas claim it is the
‘roundest’ football ever made - rather
than an ability to deceive in flight.

Dr Harland and his team at
Loughborough were consulted by
adidas during the development
process for the Jabulani ball to be
used in South Africa, and confirms
that making it more stable in flight
was their main objective.

“The 2010 World Cup ball is a
development from the 2006 design,
which was an iconic ball and a very
different departure from the 32-panel
ball used since 1970,” he says.
“adidas no longer hand-stitch their
balls, which creates a number of
benefits. It frees designers from
concerns about what can be stitched
and what can’t be stitched. This ball
has just eight panels so they can be
ultra-creative - there is no worry about
graphics running across one panel to
the next and not matching up.

“Reducing the panels also reduces
the seams, and we know from earlier
studies that seams are influential in
the aerodynamics. Fewer panels and
seams could lead to instability for
even a pure, straight strike.

“The ball has ‘aero grooves’ on
its panels, indentations a few
millimetres in size that act like seams
in terms of the air flow across the
whole of the ball. If one side of the
ball had lots of seams and the other
had few, it could cause a problem
when it rotated slowly. The ball could
take an ‘S’ shape path. With the aero
grooves, this is made less likely.”

For the past 40 years it has
appeared that manufacturers have
actively courted a ball that can be
manoeuvred through the air. Stunning
goals scored by the likes of Brazilians
Edu in 1982, Josimar in 1986 and
Roberto Carlos in 1997 were born of
balls that appeared to be under remote
control, while David Beckham and
Cristiano Ronaldo have built careers
on a stream of extravagantly flighted
free kicks. Were those balls designed
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to zip and jag?
“It would be dangerous if brands

decided to do that,” argues Dr Harland.
“A player could strike the ball perfectly
on two occasions - one could go into
the top corner and the other fly wide.
The perception of the public is all-
important. A consistent product will
allow players to express their skill and
not leave it to pure chance.”

So is the era of swerve is at an
end? Some are not so sure. “Those
unstable balls were made by adidas
and everyone fell in with it. If
something catches on everyone will
copy it,” says Steve Peterkin,
managing director of Diamond
Football Company, a smaller scale
British manufacturer.

“They say the World Cup ball
will be more stable, but modern balls
will always move in the air. I will be
interested to see how it performs.

“I watched a Barcelona match
recently and Lionel Messi failed to
control the ball twice when it
bounced irregularly. These modern
balls will not always behave the
same way. However, they have had
to try to change the ball because the
top managers and goalkeepers were
very vocal in saying they didn’t like
them because of their erratic
movement. They call the tune.

“I know for a fact that some
Premier League teams use our balls
in training because they don’t like the
balls used in matches.”

Consistent performance
Peterkin says he strives to provide a
product with more consistent
performance at a lower price, thanks
to running with reduced overheads

compared to
industry
giants such
as Nike,
Puma and
Umbro. He
can’t deny,
though, that
in recent
years it is what
the ball looks
like that appears to
drive sales.

“We look at the quality of
the ball and how it performs more
than design, but as soon as we
changed the design we sold more,”
he reveals.

The figures suggest that ‘bend it
like Beckham’ consumers want to
treasure an aesthetically pleasing
sphere. Is it style over substance?
“Balls are now fashion accessories,”
adds Dr Harland. “As engineers, if we
were asked to design a ball without
any concern for how it looks it would
be a purely mathematical task, but we
must accept that graphic design is
important for the manufacturers, as
the ball needs to look good.”

Despite his sales figures backing
up that view, Peterkin disagrees: “I
don’t believe people buy a ball as a
fashion statement, although the big
manufacturers are using more colours
to make them into one. Before, green
was not thought to be a good colour
on a ball because it blended in with
the colour of the grass, but now we
see green used a lot on balls. adidas
lead the design and others follow.”

They call football The Beautiful
Game. Time will tell whether
Jabulani is rated as a beautiful ball. si
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EPOS

The cost of electronic point of sale
technology has continued to fall and
is now an essential management
tool for even the smallest of
retailers. Understanding how your
stock moves through your store and
how payments are made, online and
off, is vital data that all retailers
should use as the foundation of
future planning for their businesses.

If you are considering upgrading
your existing EPoS system, or need to
install a platform for the first time, the
good news is there are many vendors
offering complete, off-the-shelf
systems that can be installed quickly.
Suppliers like Nisyst, Epson, Cybertill
and EPOS Tills all have a range of
platforms you can choose from. The

key is to match the available
technology to your store’s needs. 

Flexible
As no two stores are identical, EPoS
suppliers have striven to make their
systems as flexible as possible to
allow for maximum customisation. If
your store has a specific need, there
is an EPoS system available that is
perfect for your requirements.
Vendors such as Wasp Barcode even
offer an EPoS ‘bundle’ that is ideal
for the smaller retailer.

One of the most important aspects
of using EPoS is to successfully
integrate your online and offline
businesses. All of the leading EPoS
systems will offer your business’

website integration that is often also
built into ecommerce applications
from the leading suppliers.

Choosing the right EPoS system
is not as challenging as it once was.
“It’s relatively easy to knock a
simple EPoS system together, so it
can be tempting to buy a home-
grown one from a local supplier,”
says Chris Barling, CEO at
ecommerce specialist Actinic.
“Although this should provide
flexibility and good service, it’s
worth remembering that an EPoS
system will last for a fair amount of
time, and the churn in small IT
suppliers tends to be very high. For
this reason, it’s best not to go with a
one-man outfit. And try to make sure

Retailers can reap huge benefits if they not only choose the right EPoS system,
but also ensure they fully analyse the data they collect, says Dave Howell

Electronic eye
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that your supplier has already been
around for a good few years.”

Kevin English, ECR/EPoS
product manager for Sharp UK,
advises: “First of all, consider what
are the most important pieces of
information you need to better
control your business and how you
can achieve cost savings and an
increase in profitability. 

“The EPoS system you choose
should use intuitive menus to reduce
staff errors, offer faster customer
service, handle more attractive
promotions to increase sales, reduce
instances of fraudulent transactions,
offer faster training time for staff,
better inventory control and clearer
sales reporting to aid management
decisions. Once you have decided the
most important business objectives,
you should consult your existing
EPoS reseller or solution provider to
determine how they can help you
achieve these goals.”

Bob Chunilal, managing director
of EPoS solutions provider Nisyst,
says: “An initial investment into a
good, feature rich EPoS system
should free up time and resources for
a retailer in the long run, proving
beneficial in increasing productivity
in other areas of their business. The
features provided by a good EPoS
system would streamline the time
consuming aspects of a retailer’s
business and provide useful statistics
regarding how to increase profits
from seasonal sales, promotions etc.”

System integration
How far you want to take your EPoS
integration will always be an
individual choice, but increasingly
even the smallest retailers are looking
to integrate more of their supply
chain into their EPoS platform. Being
able to set up automatic re-ordering,
for instance, can have a huge benefit
to your business, with savings in time
allowing you to work in other areas
of your company.

As technology has improved, so
has the implementation of handheld
devices that can now be used in a
variety of scenarios. Retailers
primarily use these devices for stock
control, as scanning barcodes is fast
and efficient. However, some retailers
also use EPoS handheld devices at
trade shows and other events, with all
the sales data feeding directly into
their main stock control systems.

Front-of-store systems need to be
integrated with your back office set
up. Collecting data on handheld
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found that 65 per cent of our
ecommerce customers have a physical
store, which vindicates our decision to
go multichannel a few years ago.”

Additional technologies that are
only just coming into focus for smaller
retailers, such as radio frequency
identification and near field
communication tracking and payment
systems, will have a part to play in any
EPoS system you use in your business. 

“Technology is forever changing,
hence the need for open architecture,
so you can build upon existing
platforms,” says Duncan Fielding,
head of EPoS (Europe) at Panasonic
Systems Networks. “Contactless
technology is moving fast, and also
payment solutions via mobile
phones. Shrinkage control and
training solutions such as Vigilence
Pro Retail and queue busting
accessories such as the Coin
Dispenser are becoming more
important to retailers.”

Retailers with an eye on the
future development of their
businesses should also look at the
technologies and trends being driven
by customers. The ubiquity of the
mobile phone and other mobile data
devices that will become prevalent,
such as the Apple iPad and its
brethren, could have an impact on
how your business will take orders
and track stock movements. 

Any EPoS system you choose
should be able to integrate with these
technologies when they become
more popular, or at least be easily
modified to offer these payment and
tracking services to future customers,
both online and on the high street. si

devices is all well and good, but that
precious data needs to be analysed
and integrated into your business plan. 

“This is an important area
because a sophisticated front-end
system needs to have a strong
supporting system in the
background,” says Kevin English.
“At a site level, one important point
would be to avoid the potential for
your EPoS system going out of
action for any reason beyond your
control. For example, it would be
sensible to ensure that any potential
downtime is avoided by installing
uninterrupted power supplies to the
EPoS equipment, so that in the case
of a power failure disruption can be
minimised. Back-up systems should
also be in place to ensure that, in the
case of a networked set of EPoS
terminals, trading can still continue
in the event of a network failure.”

Better management
The web has transformed many
sports’ retailers businesses. Few
storeowners can ignore the internet as
a potentially lucrative sales channel
that can more than complement their
physical store. Choosing an EPoS
system that can handle multiple
channels is now a prerequisite for
these platforms, with all vendors
offering online and offline payment
mechanisms and order tracking.

Actinic’s Chris Barling, whose
Catalog system has offered these
levels of integration for some time,
says: “Sports retailers should go with
a supplier that can provide support for
all of their channels - EPoS, telephone
orders and ecommerce. We have

BELOW: An important
aspect of using EPoS
is to successfully
integrate your online
and offline businesses
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BOARD SPORTS

This June 20 there will be more
than a few people celebrating a love
of the ocean waves, for the date
marks International Surfing Day
and there are, perhaps surprisingly,
plenty of reasons to be thankful for
our undeniable surf heritage.  

And before you raise an eyebrow,
let me confirm that we are a global
presence in the surf market,
regardless of the view of the
Canadian commentator during the
recent Winter Olympics, who on
discussing a British rider who was
also a skilled surfer exclaimed
mockingly: “They surf in the UK?”

Enthusiasm
There are those who simply don’t get
the huge tidal wave of enthusiasm for
sitting around waiting in cold waters,
but since 1941 when a Newquay ice-
cream seller was declared Europe’s
first regular surfer, popularity has
grown. 

Watford-born Rod Sumpter
became Britain’s first surfing
superstar when, by 1964, he was
effectively the world junior
champion, having been on a board

since he was six. Surfing on his
Union Jack board in Australia and
Canada, he brought back to Britain a
new level of professionalism and was
among the group of pioneers behind
the scene, as well as a legendary
holder of numerous titles and
unbroken British and international
records - the most unusual of which
is riding the Severn Bore tidal wave
that runs up the River Severn for six
miles unaided. 

We are, after all, an island race, so
naturally are in our element whenever
water is involved. From sailing
through to Olympic gold or claiming
that Fistral in Newquay is Europe’s
greatest surf beach, we’re there. And
regardless of lifestyle trends and
economic debacles, we are surrounded
by related commercial opportunities
that need not be watered down.

The UK and Ireland have had a
bit of a choppy ride in terms of surf
retail. We all know that Quiksilver
did this and Blacks did that, O’Neill
and Mambo went this way and
Freespirit went that way. But often
we forget you can have too much of a
good thing and that consumers who

had been happy to join the
bandwagon of ‘dudes’ loving a surf-
inspired lifestyle may have eventually
found a jaunt down London’s
Carnaby Street a bit tedious when
faced with just about every possible
surf brand own-label outlet. 

The market is always looking for
the new shellsuit, and they found it -
then gradually moved on as normal to
the next big thing. And, of course, the
huge influx of cheaper products -
from boards to bikinis - chipped away
at the core market’s rightful business.
But despite all the gloom that has
permeated brands and retail
businesses alike over the past couple
of years, along with the demise in
2009 of our national surf trade show
(Surf Shop, Exeter), the industry is
still rolling, and with it there are some
serious business breaks to be had. 

When home-grown surfing brand
Saltrock announced it was in
administration on April 1 this year,
you could almost hear the words
‘April Fool’ being whispered in the
same breath. The company, founded
by surfers, had traded since 1988,
was in over 300 European stores, had
a fair-size retail portfolio and
managed an annual turnover of
around £5million as a result.  

With such a strong commercial,

The surf industry has been working hard to keep
its head above water, as Lauren Fox discovers

Waving or
drowning?  
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creative and cultural background, the
Devon-based brand was immediately
given a new lease of life by a small
group of locally-based international
investors and is now on the hunt for
new agents for a range of products in
the pipeline, including a ‘back to
school’ line and branded surfboards
and wetsuits. The company also has
plans for more retail openings in 2011.  

James Brent, chairman of
Plymouth City Development
Company, was formerly global head
of real estate and lodging investment
banking at Citigroup. In 2008 he
founded and currently runs Akkeron
Group LLP, an investment company
that primarily focuses on hotels,
farming in emerging markets and, in
the south/south west of the UK,
urban regeneration.  

Commenting on his 50 per cent
stake in Saltrock and chairmanship
of the new company, Brent stated
that: “With a fresh injection of
capital, strong backers and a more
focused approach to expansion and
sales, we can build on the strong
existing platform to create a market-
leading brand.”   

Having the structure to focus on
corporate governance, strategy and
corporate finance is something that
Saltrock, like many similar brands,
reached a point of needing. While
design excellence and core
associations are vital, there is no
avoiding the fact that you can’t be
precious about a business.  

As Angus Thompson, one of the
Saltrock founders, explains: “No
matter how passionate you are about
surfing, you are running a business,
you can’t just head off to the beach.
Five years ago we would have
struggled with the whole idea, as it
was all about doing what we loved.
But trading makes you rethink your
business model and you acquire
responsibilities, such as family and
employees, so therefore have to
consider protecting them first and
deciding what you want to achieve 
in life.”

Undoubtedly a Britpack leader is
Animal, which has retained it’s
original brand vision since launching
in 1987 and gone through the
evolution of commercial ownership
to emerge as a force on the high
street in both product and retail
terms. Having ridden the tide of
commercial change, the brand is
currently reinforcing its international
appeal, having consistently
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time to get as many of the great
brands together as possible and
buyers should have a good idea by
August 10-11 of what’s selling and
how the season is shaping up.”   

HUB is determined to unite the
industry with vibrancy, having learned
from the demise of 40 Degrees, TBC
and The Park, and is aiming to appeal
to all board sports sectors without
appearing ‘too cool for school’. Says
McPhail: “Stock levels are reducing
and buyers need new and clever
product to keep their customers
coming back, and to attract new ones.
It’s out there, and shows remain the
best way to see lots of like-minded
brands alongside each other, make the
comparisons, and find something new
and the next season’s story.”

Like the business-minded surf
brands, the show has had to take a
grown-up view of things. In 2008 70
per cent of visitors went to Surf Shop
(acquired at the time by Brintex, the
team behind HUB) looking for new
products, and a similar number found
them - 81 per cent of visitors placed
or planned orders with existing or
new suppliers. After doubling the
visitor database, Brintex took stock
of the market and HUB will put the
industry back on the map with a
single trade show.

For those still doubting whether
surf has a place in their own business
plan, here’s a thing. While lifestyle
trends may have moved and
economies wobbled, we are still
surrounded by water, and with
‘staycation’ now a buzzword there’s
a chance that all that holiday money
will be spent right here in Blighty.  

There’s not just Devon and
Cornwall to consider, but
Bournemouth’s new surf reef for
starters, and who would have thought
that Yorkshire tourism would be
promoting Scarborough as a surfer’s
paradise? With an estimated 600,000
or more UK surfers to tempt with the
perfect sale (including the odd
windbreak and waterproofs), perhaps
even more businesses should be
looking forward to June 20. 

Ireland’s strong surf culture has
created mixed commercial opportunity,
largely due to less potential for
adopting a city-inspired lifestyle trend.
But lest we forget, the most famous
surf advert in history was a tribute to
Guinness. Waving or drowning is a
matter of perspective, but by all
accounts there’s good reason to catch
the waves of enthusiasm for surfing.

associated with high profile surfers
and events to evangelise creativity
and product quality. The company’s
latest focus is on the performance
wetsuit market, currently estimated to
be worth around £15millon in the
UK and the single biggest in Europe. 

Tim Metcalfe, the brand’s wetsuit
project leader, explains: “Our brief
was simple - to develop a range of
wetsuits for the needs of the British
surfer and, being UK based, we
understand what is a good suit for the
conditions we get.”  

Wetsuits have always been on the
Animal agenda, and the company is
determined to be a leading
international player, having carefully
established the right team to ensure it
builds on its commitment to the core
market for offering quality,
innovation and authenticity.  There
are cheaper products on the market,
but Animal wants to ensure the
enthusiast is assured of performance
and not just value. Its Amp range
takes this middle ground, while the
top-end Assassin is making waves
among serious surfers. Metcalfe
believes future success will be about
reducing environmental impact
through construction techniques and
pushing technical materials into areas
such as body temperature regulation.

New trade show
Equally buoyant about the future of
our native surf business opportunities
is Lucy McPhail, event director for
the newly created HUB trade show,
which has replaced Surf Shop. With
brands such as Protest, West and
Northshore among the many that
have upheld the need for a national
event, HUB’s organiser gathered
opinion and moved the show to a
more edgy waterfront location in
Bristol, home to many of the artistic
tribes and cultural movements that
drive board sports. It’s a move that
has created quite a ripple, offering
easy access particularly for
businesses from the Channel Islands
and Ireland, for whom it’s made the
buying trip far cheaper and quicker.  

In response to those who
expressed concern about getting out
of the store at a busy time, McPhail
is as upbeat as the show’s powerful
marketing campaign. She explains:
“All the other shows are around this
time or earlier, and apparel
companies will largely have closed
their books by September, so
wouldn’t show at all. This is the best si
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IN SEASON RUNNING/TRIATHLON

Jenkins and Javier Gomez are
wearing Suunto heart rate monitors -
this always creates a lot of interest in
the brand. But we get a lot of
positive feedback on how our heart
rate monitors are genuinely helping
athletes push their fitness
boundaries.”

New products for Suunto this
year include a range of heart
monitors that were launched to
celebrate the company’s partnership

The recession almost guaranteed
that running would increase in
popularity. A virtually cost-free
sport, the training ground of roads,
tracks and lanes comes completely
free and the only essential piece of
kit is a pair of trainers. But despite
cash being tight, triathlon, which
by its multi-disciplined nature
demands consumers spend more,
has also continued to boom over
the past year.

“We’ve witnessed a tremendous
growth in triathlon,” says Cat
Sutherland, Suunto UK’s marketing
manager. “It’s seen as such a cool
sport. Celebrities such as Jennifer
Lopez and Matt Damon are doing
triathlon and, more recently, respected
sports people including Jenson Button
and James Cracknell. It all helps to
raise triathlon’s profile, both at a grass
roots and professional level.”

Best sellers
Suunto manufactures dive computers,
heart rate monitors and outdoor sports
instruments, and caters well to the
running and triathlon markets. “Our
best-selling training styles at present
include the Suunto T3d, T4d  and
T6d,” says Sutherland, referring to
the company’s rather stylish training
watches, which monitor things like
heart rate and calories burned. 

“Our speed and distance pods for
bike and foot are also really popular.
Of course, it always helps when
world champions such as Helen

with the ITU World Series and
include the Suunto t6d Black Flame
and the Suunto t3d Black Move.
“The t6d Black Flame is like a real
sports laboratory on the wrist,”
continues Sutherland. “It measures
the time interval between heartbeats
and its variations to produce seven
different body parameters. It also has
a customisable display so people can
create a display for running and one
for cycling.”

Mark Sheehan, director of
performance footwear at shoe brand
K-Swiss, is equally optimistic about
triathlon’s future. “Interest has never
been better,” he says. “Athletes are
being drawn to the holistic nature of
the sport and are using running,
swimming and biking to get in the
best shape they have ever achieved.
Triathlon events are sold out in hours
and there is demand for more.” 

Sheehan thinks that women are
the biggest target consumer in not
just the growing triathlon market, but
in running too. “Women are flocking
to triathlon and running events,” he
continues. “Women-only triathlons
and running events show the greatest
percentage growth, and brands need
to react accordingly.” 

Continually striving to create
shoes that reflect market trends, K-
Swiss’ best seller is a lightweight,

runTri to

Triathlon and running have enjoyed a surge in popularity
over the past year. Louise Ramsay reports on trends in

the  market, what sells best and new products to come
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minimally posted stability shoe
called the K-Ona. It’s worn by the
majority of the company’s Ironman
athletes, but the regular consumer is
also discovering the shoe’s features. 

“They’re a great fit and they’re
lighter than other shoes,” says
Sheehan. “They use a material called
Superfoam that offers great
resilience, but doesn’t add weight.”
K-Swiss has launched five new
running shoes this year that cater for
athletes across the board. Unique
features are adapted to each design
and include Flow Cool, a system
used to manage moisture build up,
SI-18, a proprietary cushioning
compound that can absorb shock at
heel strike, and Stay-Tied Laces, with
undulating lace shapes at the end of
each lace that prevent slippage. 

Appeal
Richard Townsend, the UK sales
manager for swimwear brand Arena,
thinks that triathlon will become
increasingly professional, thus
adding to its appeal. “More
professionals are focusing on it as a
competitive sport,” he says. “In the
past it’s been classed more as a
hobby or training regime for other
sports. The Olympics is also going to
massively raise its profile.”

Arena doesn’t provide swimwear
specifically for triathlon, but its
products have proven popular with
triathletes, particularly its drag shorts.
As the name suggests, they cause
drag, making it harder to swim,
which in training, helps swimmers
develop more stamina, which in turn
converts into greater competition
speed. Arena also enjoys retail
success with its range of goggles.
“The Cobra and Pure designs
launched last autumn were developed
with racing in mind, but the fit and
comfort level have also attracted the
attention of open water and triathlon
swimmers,” says Townsend. 

Speedo is another player in the
triathlon market and is looking
forward to how the science of
creating a wetsuit will improve the
sport, allowing greater opportunities
for training and competition “We are
already seeing signs of this with our
Speedo LZR Tri Pro suit,” says Tim
Cox, UK swim specialist and
triathlon sales manager at Speedo.
“It’s designed by Speedo Aqualab,

the creator of the LZR Racer, and is
our best-selling product. It’s
particularly quick drying and eight
times more wickable than the nearest
competitor.”

As part of the same range, in
December Speedo is launching the
LRZ Tri Comp suit in preparation for
the new season. It is Speedo’s entry
price point product and is aimed at
the beginner triathlete. Nonetheless,
it embraces many of the ground
breaking technical features of the
legendary LZR Racer suit, which
was created through consultation
with more than 400 elite athletes to
offer a combination of high power
fabrics, design and construction for a
smoother shape, reduced drag and
greater flexibility.

Speedo’s training products and
goggles also sell well, as do its
triathlon and open water wetsuits,
and range of swim/triathlon specific
training aids. “Speedo already rules
the pool and is the global swim
market leader. To have products that
can be transitioned into triathlon is
logical,” says Cox. “In June we will
launch our new triathlon goggle
called Rift Tri Pro, a small
lightweight mask featuring superior
visibility and comfort. The goggle
will use BioFUSE technology, which
consists of a multi density frame
offering lens integrity and a soft,
comfortable seal.”

Capitalising on the growing
popularity of running and triathlon is
housewares outfit Spearmark, which
has recently launched the EZ-
Freeze® Pure™ reusable water
bottle, a water filtration bottle with
an integral freezer stick that provides
consumers with convenient, eco-
friendly and cost-effective access to
chilled water while ‘on the go’. A
new UK offering, it is already on sale
in the US and has proved to be a
huge success, with a sales forecast
for its first year of $4-$5million. 

Available in a range of four sizes,
each filter, which removes chlorine
taste and odour,  treats up to 120
gallons of tap water. In a price-cost
comparison, each litre of EZ-Freeze®
Pure™ filtered water costs 0.07p,
while a water filter jug costs 4p a litre
and bottled water 84p a litre. The
other upside is that reusing the bottle
means that less disposable plastic
water bottles end up in landfill. si
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Arena
Cobra mirror is Arena’s top of the range performance goggle, which is currently
being worn by its elite squad, including recent British addition Francesca Halsall.

The Cobra is equipped with a low profile polycarbonate lens, with superior
optical properties, ensuring perfect vision. It also has a unique integrated strap
attachment, giving the Cobra a streamlined profile. This, together with the Arena
RFA racing fit adjustment strap and interchangeable nose bridge, make the Cobra
mirror an excellent choice for the competitive swimmer and triathlete.

The Arena drag suit is a perfect resistance training aid to increase swimmers’
strength and stamina.
For more information call 01539 622322 or email sales@solosport.co.uk.

Running/triathlon

Natural runners tend to forefoot strike
Research shows 88 per cent of habitually unshod Kenyans 
run with a forefoot strike (FFS); 75 per cent of habitually 
unshod Americans do the same.

Shod runners heel strike
The same research shows 100 per cent of shod Americans heel strike
(HS); 29 per cent of recently shod Kenyans do the same.

Impact loads increase when heel striking
The rate of loading of the majority of barefoot FFS 
runners was approximately half those of shod HS runners.

Important information:
The average rate of loading in barefoot FFS runners is seven 
times lower than in habitually shod runners who HS when barefoot.

This highlights a learning effect and indicates the requirement 
for a sensible transition period if accustomed to running in shoes.
For more information visit 
www.primallifestyle.com/barefoot-conditioning.

Fivefingers physiological facts
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Saucony’s AMP PRO2
Compression fabrics are all the rage this season, but Saucony’s AMP PRO2
takes the technology one step further.

Saucony is the only brand to combine the benefits of compression with
the technical fibre Celliant, infused with natural minerals that act to increase
oxygen levels in the body. This, in turn, increases strength and builds
endurance, promotes healing and therefore reduces recovery time.

The Saucony AMP PRO2 range is available from September 2010 with a
great launch package and in-store POS. Your Saucony representative will be
contacting you soon with more information.
For further details visit www.saucony.co.uk/amppro2 
or email  info@saucony.co.uk.
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As a successful swimwear and accessory

manufacturer for many years, Fashy decided to

design and market a compact range dedicated

to both training and competitive swimming.

The experience and success of Nicole Hetzer,

an Olympic medallist, was instrumental in

achieving a successful launch of the Aquafeel

range in both Germany and Austria in 2009.

All the swimwear has been manufactured

according to Oeko-Tex Standard 100. The

textiles used are water repellent and chlorine

resistant. Various styles and designs have been

made  to suit every individuals needs.

The goggle range has been designed 

for both comfort and fit for sustained training

sessions and performance during competition.

Swimming caps have satisfied the criteria of

both an Hydrodynamic design to reduce drag

and lining to prevent ‘crawl-up’. All are made of

silicone and have proved to be comfortable and

longlasting.

Pool side shoes were a must-have.

The Aquafeel sandals are anatomically

designed for comfort, have a 

slip-resistant sole ( certified by TUV) 

and are sanitised to protect from fungal

infections. Using an ultralight material they will

even float.

All other accessories have been selected to be

the best.

We are able to deliver small orders direct from

our warehouse in Germany.

Aquafeel
192 Alma Road,
Bournemouth
Dorset, BH9 1AJ

Tel……..01202 515251
Fax…….01202 531409
Email….sales@fashy.co.uk
Web…...www.aqua-feel.de
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Hilly socks set the pace
Hilly recently provided its technical socks to Andrew Denton, who
competed for GB Masters in the recent Ironman competition. Denton is a
big fan of Hilly’s Twin Skin socks, especially for training, but wore the Mono
Skin Lite socks during the competition.

Both socks are made from technical yarns that wick perspiration away
from the feet, helping to keep them dry and, in turn, help to prevent
blisters. During the demanding Ironman competition it is imperative that
socks can withstand the rigours of the cycling and running disciplines. The
Lite socks proved ideal, especially as being lightweight, with a high stretch,
are very easy to put on after the swimming phase and do not bunch up.
Both socks form part of Hilly’s extensive range of technical
performance socks and can be viewed at www.hillyclothing.co.uk.
For further information call Hilly on 0161 366 8207.
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Rucanor NOS Shop-in-shop: 
your solution for ‘lost sales’
Do customers with a strong buying intention leave your shop because 
they can’t fi nd what they need? Research shows that recouping ‘lost sales’ 
could increase your turnover 30% to 40%. With the Rucanor Never Out 
of Stock (NOS) shop-in-shop concept we offer you the solution. Including 
‘automatic sales power’ and effective stock control. More information? 
Call Rucanor Sports 0845-230 0147 or mail uk@rucanor.com

PURE SPORTS__________
NOS Collection

SEE 

UNDERSTAND

SELL
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For a stronger and healthier body
Change your shoes

For more information visit uk.mbt.com
Contact our sales team on 0207 684 4664

Wearing conventional footwear on hard, flat surfaces can have a negative effect on posture, 
balance, and circulation. In turn, this can lead to a variety of health problems such as joint, hip and
back pain, bunions, and tendon damage.
This is because with every step, repetitive stress is concentrated on certain areas of our bodies. 
This exposes our joints to unnecessary pressure, unnaturally stabilises then constrains the foot and
causes important muscles to lose their function. 

To counteract these effects, MBT has pioneered a unique, curved sole technology designed to 
distribute the pressure evenly in the foot. This recreates the benefits of walking barefoot, and is 
scientifically proven to result in improved posture, back pain relief, increased muscle-toning and 
joint protection.

MBT’s 2010 Spring Summer collection sees its fifth generation of sole technology and the launch 
of the 20% lighter sole.  Using lighter material, the new sole is available as part of the SS10 
athletic range, which boasts 3D mesh uppers for maximum breathability and a new heel shape, 
ensuring a perfect fit.

The lighter designs carry all the classic MBT benefits and can be used to maximise the results of 
any controlled training session or simply for everyday walking workout. 
The innovation doesn’t stop there - to celebrate the fifth year of MBT's collaboration with Harrods,
the brand launched an exclusive in May: the casual style for men, Ibara. This is followed with by a
partnership with designer Woolfang Joop to create the Wunderkind MBT for women, 
available in June. 
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IN SEASON TABLE TENNIS

Last year UK table tennis was one of
eight sports to have its 2012 Olympic
budget slashed as part of recession-
fuelled funding cuts. If that wasn’t
bad enough, it was the only one of
those sports not to benefit from more
recent Olympic-related sponsorship
deals and financial tweaks. But
while doom and gloom has reigned
at the top, the retail market has
remained strong. 

Alan Ransome is managing
director of Ransome Sporting Goods,
which specialises in Butterfly and
Schildkröt table tennis products. One
of the reasons he believes table tennis
is holding up so well is because
schools are introducing it as a sport. 

Positive
“More schools are playing table
tennis largely because of the
government and Youth Sport Trust
initiatives,” he says. “This seems to
have had an effect on the home
market too, where table sales have
been positive. We’ve also benefited
in the specialist side of the market,
mainly because of the new Butterfly
rubber, Tenergy, which has been
more popular than any rubber
previously produced.”

In terms of trends, Ransome has
found that blue tables are taking a

larger share of the home market, but
green remains more popular for clubs
and schools. He says: “We are pleased
with the development of our Butterfly
Skills products for the schools market,
which provide a better quality of
equipment for play at schools level,
and these products are endorsed by
both English Schools and the English
Table Tennis Association.”

Ransome’s best sellers include the
Butterfly Easifold Rollaway table
(indoor and outdoor) and the Butterfly
balls. “The 3 Star is now by far the
most popular ball for tournaments and
leagues in this country,” says
Ransome. “Outdoor tables for parks
and schools are showing worthwhile
growth. The concrete tables for parks
we launched last year are also
becoming more popular.”

New products from Ransome
include a range of table tennis robots
from Practice Partner. This line of
seven models starts with a table-top
robot, which retails at around
£249.99, up to a double-headed
robot, which provides all imaginable
sequences of play for around
£1,299.99. “We expect these to be
popular as every customer who buys
a table would benefit from a robot if
their objective was to improve their
play,” Ransome says. 

Richard Heritage, UK sales
manager at Rucanor Sports, confirms
that retail has been steady and that
Rucanor too has increased sales to
school suppliers. The company’s
best-selling product over the past
year has been the Practice bat, which
retails at around £8. “It is 1 Star
quality with a 5mm plywood blade,
reversed rubber, 1.5mm sponge and a
laminated anatomical handle,”
Heritage says. “All of our bats are
supplied in a bat cover. We also sell a
lot of 1 Star quality table tennis balls
packed loose.”

Rucanor Sports plans to increase
retail sales through customers
implementing its NOS Concept - a
colour coded packaging system. “It’s
a simple and cost-effective way for
retailers to enhance the appearance
and layout of their store to increase
sales,” Heritage says.

Continued growth
UK Table Tennis, the sole authorised
importer of Cornilleau and Tectonic
table tennis products, has also had a
good year. “Despite a worldwide
recession, we’ve actually seen
continued growth in the sales of
Cornilleau table tennis equipment,”
says sales and marketing manager,
Nicola Waters. “This is in all products
and market sectors. Though having
said that, the market is actually fairly
flat, with a small growth year on year.
Our increased business has come

The recession hasn't been kind to elite UK table tennis, but
the retail sector remains strong, reports Louise Ramsay

Beating the
odds
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from an increase in market share
rather than a surge in demand.”

UK Table Tennis’ top-selling
products include the Tacteo series of
table tennis bats, a bi-injection
moulded composite bat. “It’s ideal
for recreational players as the bats
give a similar playing performance to
standard wooden models, but they
are far more robust,” says Waters.
“The sponge doesn’t detach itself
from the paddle and, being
waterproof, they can be left outdoors.
Schools, in particular, love these bats
because they last considerably longer
than the traditional wooden versions
and are ideal for training.”

The latest range of tables from
UK Table Tennis includes unique
features such as collapsible net and
post sets, corner protection pads, a
transport handle for easier
movement, ball dispensers and
adjustable leg height. It is also the
only brand to give a 10-year
guarantee on the playing surface of
all its outdoor models. Says Waters:
“We are also working with ETTA on
a new initiative to put outdoor tables
in parks across London. The first
eight tables have been installed in the
last few weeks.”

Waters reckons there is a year-
round market for table tennis
accessories, while the key season for
table sales is from Easter to the end
of the summer, then again in the run-
up to Christmas. “Because table
tennis tables are a significant
purchase, entry level tables at around
£275 will always be popular because
of the high ticket value,” she says.
“But current indications are that the
new higher spec tables will easily
out-sell their old equivalents.” 

Although schools buy throughout
the academic year, there is a spike in
sales in September and again in
March to April. “But with budgets
being cut, we anticipate a downturn
for this market sector in the next
academic year,” says Waters.

A new contender in the
marketplace is adidas, which has for
the first time in the history of the
brand launched a complete table tennis
product range. Aimed at private and
professional players, it includes indoor
and outdoor tables, four types of bats,
two editions of table tennis balls and a
wide range of attractive accessories. 

“With the Olympics fast
approaching, training is at a high and
the demand for outstanding table tennis
products is at an optimum,” says

51www.sports-insight.co.uk

prices are cheaper, which spreads the
appeal of the product, but it’s quite
damaging to the table tennis market,”
says Nicola Waters. “Most of these
tables do not conform to the EU norm
and the indoor tables are frequently
advertised as indoor/outdoor models,
even though they don't offer any
weather resistance. 

“Customers realise too late that
their table must in fact be stored
indoors, despite it being advertised as
suitable for outdoor use. All Cornilleau
tables, and the majority of those from
other European brands, conform to the
European norm EN 14468-1, which
ensures tables are safe, increasing
consumer confidence.”

Robert Hunt, UK area sales manager
for RFE International, which
distributes adidas in the UK. “It's the
perfect time to launch into the market.”

adidas hopes its name, along
with top quality products, will give it
an edge. “Our tables are fully child-
proof and fold away easily due to a
unique easy-fold system,” continues
Hunt. “Our outdoor tables have UV
protection, while the thickness of
tops, ball rebound and the table top
coating have all been taken into
consideration in the design process to
deliver the best rebound factor.”

More relative newbies in the
market are table tennis tables
manufactured in the Far East. “Ticket

Top tips to boost sales
Nicola Waters: “The majority of table tennis tables are bought online. Retailers should aim to list tables
from at least two brands to be seen as a credible supplier. We have produced a series of video clips to
show how our tables work, as well as a 3D view, so that tables can be viewed from all angles.”

Richard Heritage: “Get involved with local clubs and tournaments if possible, not forgetting that for
every ‘proper’ table tennis club there are probably another dozen youth clubs, sports centres, scout and
guide groups, etc. They probably need new bats and balls more frequently.”

Alan Ransome: “Make sure your in-store display is attractive and that it’s easy for customers to find
the appropriate products. Set up a website and promote it within your local area, and support local
schools’ competitions.”

Robert Hunt: “Internal and external advertising is key. It’s also important for retailers to offer package
deals on products and to maximise exposure online. Putting on events and open days for demonstrations
also helps with sales.”

si
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Cornilleau
With more than 60 years of experience, Cornilleau is the European leader
in table tennis tables and the world leader in outdoor tables. The company
is well known for manufacturing table tennis products that are years
ahead of the competition in terms of innovation, with unsurpassed quality
and technological standards.

There is a complete range of table tennis tables, bats, balls and
accessories. The offering includes products designed for home recreational
use as well as a range designed for intensive use in schools, clubs and
institutions. Added to this are the ITTF (International Table Tennis
Federation) approved tables for tournaments and competition use.

For further information on Cornilleau table tennis equipment 
visit www.uktabletennis.co.uk, e-mail sales@uktabletennis.co.uk
or call 0845 2600 780.
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RESPONSEBALLTM

the ball with the bumpsTM

RESPONSEBALL™ is the brand new training ball specifically 
designed to help the development of young goalkeepers. 

Its unique, registered design allows for simple exercises to 
integrate with regular training sessions and be enjoyed by 
everyone in order to give your keepers the attention they deserve.
RESPONSEBALL™ is a first in goalkeeper coaching.

The unique design of the RESPONSEBALL™ helps to develop a
number of key goalkeeping techniques, including: 

●  Agility  ●  Reactions  ●  Dealing with back passes
●  Making Saves  ●  Diving   ●  Footwork  ●  Hand/Eye co-ordination
●  Set and starting position  ●  Decision making

"the new Responseball is great for use as a development 
tool for younger keepers for practising at home in the garden
and in one on one sessions" James Hollman, Goalkeeper
Coach, Ipswich Town FC, Championship and owner of 
progoalkeepercoach.com

Quantity Discount Trade Price
0 - 31 0% £6.90

32 - 96 5% £6.55

97 – 192 10% £6.21

192 + 15% £5.86

RESPONSEBALL is a product of RESPONSE Sports
www.responseball.com | info@responseball.com

To place an order
E: :sales@responseball.com   

T:  08443 572844

Available in
Size 4 (Junior) or Size 5 (Senior)

RRP £12.99

Discount Brands

News for the 2010/11 season
We are fast approaching the end of another
season and it has been a difficult time  for
many businesses, especially retail. The 
recession has meant that many clubs and
sponsors have had to take a long hard look 
at their expenditure on  kits and training 
wear etc.

Hopefully now we are officially moving out of 
recession, albeit slowly, this situation will
change and clubs and their sponsors will
once again be looking for new kit.

As many of you know by now the Stanno
brand has established itself within the market
place as one of the most reliable and sought
after retail suppliers of Team kits and
Teamwear. 

We intend to build on this reputation with the
continued support of our retail partners and
customers, who we thank for continuing to
play a part in the growth and development of
the brand.

2010/11 will see the introduction of several
new products as well as new colours in 
existing lines.

Notably the successful Palermo Set will now

have 5 new colour ways and the 
Durban line has several new colour 
additions in the Comfort Tec Tops 
and Climatec T Shirts.

Our League sock, featured for the 
first time in 2009 will have five 
additional colours.
Stanno socks are recognised as the
best Teamwear Sock in the market.
The LEFT-RIGHT fitting system and
anatomic foot provide superb 
comfort. The socks are washable at
60 degrees, on bleed and non 
shrinkable.

New products include the 
Equipment Training line and Toronto Tops and Shirts which will also  be stocked in
Ladies fit.

An additional tool to help with your Club business is The Stanno Teamdresser. This
can be found at www.teamdresser.com and on our website www.stanno.com
The Teamdresser enables you to make Club Specific offers from our product
range within a few minutes.

Our website also gives you the option of ordering ON-LINE 24 HOURS A DAY.

www.stanno.com
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THE FABRIC OF SPORT.
Sensport offer Stock, MTO and custom teamwear solutions in a range of highly 
advanced technical fabrics providing outstanding value for money. Professional 
quality products at affordable price points. 

For football, rugby, cricket, hockey, netball, basketball, leisure and
training wear with a service that is second to none.

 To present your customers with a full colour presentation of their 
total teamwear requirements go to kitselector.com

For details of our Custom Teamwear go to myteamkit.net
For further details call 02476 644 666

To view our new season ‘10-‘11 stock Teamwear 
Brochure or our Custom Performance Brochure go to

   

SEN Advert 420x297mm_SI0510.indd   1 11/05/2010   16:02



www.sensport.co.ukwww.sensport.co.uukww.sensport.co.u

Caldoni House I 3 Crondal Road
Bayton Road Ind Estate I Coventry I CV7 9NH
Tel: 02476 644666 I Fax: 02476 367971
Email: info@sensport.co.uk
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RIDGE 53 is distributed throughout the Republic of Ireland and the UK by Sportech, 
please call 00353 16293848 or email info@sportech.ie for more information on the RIDGE 53 Range.

THE RIDGE 53 RANGE
If you are going to the gym, playing sport or
just need a top quality bag to cart all you
stuff around, RIDGE 53 provide the prefect
solutions for all of these things.
With hiking rucksacks available in 25L,
35L, 45L, 65L 85L and 100L sizes, leisure

bags, school bags and sports holdalls
RIDGE 53 offer you the total solution. With
our unique breathable and waterproof
designs that will catch the consumers’ eye
- you need to stock RIDGE 53 and increase
your profit margin when you most need it.

SPORTECH ARE LOOKING FOR AN ESTABLISHED UK
DISTRIBUTOR TO DISTRIBUTE RIDGE 53 UK WIDE.

PLEASE CONTACT SPORTECH ON INFO@SPORTECH.IE

Tel: 00353 16293848
www.sportech.ie

NEW 
Back To School Range Available

NOW!
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E-TAILING

Think about how long you took to
decide on your online store’s
domain name. If you are like many
retailers, scant regard was given to
what is an important component of
your online business’ branding. 

Research conducted by web
hosting company Streamline.net
reveals that over a third of small and
medium-sized enterprises are
dissatisfied with the performance of
their websites, but only three per cent
have considered making any changes
to their business’ domain name. 

More importantly, the same
research has shown that the age of
your online customers has an impact
on how they react to your domain
name. Within younger age groups,
one in three regard the domain
names of the companies they buy
from to be unattractive.

Memorable
Your online store’s web address must
not only allow it to be found by all
the major search engines, but is also
a crucial component of your

branding. Memorable domain names
are infinitely more commercially
useful than ones that are difficult to
spell or have other inconsistencies.

The Streamline.net survey
showed that younger consumers are
far more critical than older customers,
with around 33 per cent of Britons
aged 16-35 reporting unattractive or
unmemorable business domains,
compared to 13 per cent of those aged
over 55. In regional terms, London is
by far the most critical (32 per cent)
compared to 11 per cent in Northern
Ireland and 14 per cent in Wales.
Gender also plays a part - one in four
men and one in five women state they
found some domain names hard to
remember, which ultimately impacted
on their ability to locate the online
stores they wanted to buy from.

Some businesses understand the
impact their domain name can have
on the profitability of their websites,
but when surveyed only three per
cent said they intended to change
their domain name to improve sales.
This is an astonishing admission

given that a simple change of domain
name is one of the easiest ways of
improving traffic and sales.

“The data suggests many small
businesses undervalue the effect their
web address can have on consumers’
behaviour,” says Steve Holford,
marketing director at Streamline.net.
“There is a real danger their work and
investment on the web can be
undermined by the simple fact that
consumers cannot remember their
URL. Domains have reached a level of
affordability whereby every business
owner can now afford to experiment
with alternative domain choices.”

Internet psychologist Graham
Jones advises businesses on how best
to connect with consumers on the
web. When choosing domain names,
he advises: “If you want more people
to visit your web pages you need
URLs that human beings can
remember - and hopefully pass on. If
a page is quite important for your
business, nothing really beats having
a specific domain name that is easy
for people to remember that can then
be linked to the page as necessary.”

There can be an issue with any
change of domain name you are
contemplating if the main top-level
domain suffixes of .com and .co.uk

There’s much to consider when choosing a domain
name for your website. Dave Howell reports

King
domain

of your
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are already taken. However, the
number of top-level domain suffixes
has recently been expanded to include
.eu, .net and .biz, to name a few.
These could offer your store an
alternative that may enable you to
boost traffic. These URLs may not be
as popular, but consumers understand
them when they are searching for
online retailers in a specific market
sector such as sports equipment and
sport-related fashion items.

As the internet is global and your
business could reach an international
audience, the best advice is to think
about where your store might be
trading and register the domain
name(s) you need in those countries.
Research by UK domain name
registration company 123-Reg
illustrates how important this could be. 

It states that 78 per cent of
consumers are less likely to buy from
a website if its domain name doesn’t
end in their country’s code. Over 40
per cent said the main reason for this
caution was due to concerns about
their ability to resolve any ordering or
returns issues encountered. This was
followed by 25 per cent of people
who said fears surrounding payment
security would prevent them buying
from a website that didn’t end in their
country’s extension.

Steven Hickey of
ekmPowershop.com, an ecommerce
specialist, says: “As your business
becomes more established, you will
notice you get more direct traffic to
your website - people typing your
domain straight into their web
browser - as opposed to using a search
engine, particularly repeat customers. 

“What if the customer types in
.com instead of .co.uk as they
couldn’t remember which one to use?
Any shrewd competitor would
register this in order to ‘steal’ your

direct traffic. Register both .com and
.co.uk from the offset if they are both
available. There is a theory that
suggests the public would trust a
.co.uk domain more due to it
obviously being a UK-based
business. Therefore, use the .co.uk as
your primary domain and simply
point your .com domain to it in order
to capture all direct traffic as well as
natural search engine traffic.”

Thomas Vollrath, chief executive
of 123-Reg, says: “Many small
businesses that have survived the
recent economic downturn may be
looking to widen the net by tapping
into fast growth nations such as
Mexico and India. But if they fail to
register a localised domain name
there’s nothing stopping a competitor
from snapping up your company’s
domain name and potentially
damaging your brand’s reputation. 

“In addition, as survey results
have indicated, businesses trading
abroad could also risk being
overlooked by potential customers
who we know prefer to buy from
websites that correspond with the
country they live in.”

Purchasing
The question of whether you should
buy a domain name you want to use
from its registered owner is a
contentious issue that many smaller
enterprises in particular have
wrestled with. 

Steven Hickey advises: “Don’t
check the availability of the domain
through a hosting or domain
registration company. Some
companies in the domain registration
and hosting industry can and do use
underhand tactics. We have clients
that have enquired about the
availability of a domain through a
third party, only to find it has been

registered 10 minutes later and is
followed by a phone call or email
from someone offering to sell them
the domain at an inflated price.” 

Thomas Vollrath says: “The
rapid growth of internet users across
the globe in the last decade has
created great opportunities for
businesses. However, these
businesses risk alienating customers
and damaging the strength of their
brands if their websites end in
extensions that do not correspond
with the country they’re trading in. 

“A .co.uk domain name is a must
have for any British business, but
developing your domain name
portfolio to ensure your web address
has a registered country code for
each country you’re trading in, or
may trade in the future, is a savvy
and cost-effective way to ensure
your brand isn’t confused or
overlooked. And with global
domains from £14.99 per year, it
makes smart business sense.”

You must choose the right
domain name. Search is such an
important component of the online
retail environment that even small
improvements to your search results
could equate to thousands of extra
pounds in revenue. Changing or
updating your domain name can also
prove a practical way of improving
your online business. 

And if you are seeing traffic and
orders from specific countries
overseas, registering a domain name
in these locations is worth
considering. You may not need these
domains immediately, but they could
in the future provide new revenue
streams. Your domain name is an
integral component of your store’s
brand. In a market dominated by
online sales, make sure it’s working
as hard as it can for your business.
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Cutbacks?
Cut-through with ABC
Faced with budget pressures, it’s even more important that you can demonstrate 
your advertising money is being spent wisely. Independently verified circulation 
figures by ABC will prove you are making the right decisions and ensure you’re 
getting the exposure you’ve been promised.

So ask to see an ABC certificate. See it, believe it, trust it.

For more information visit www.abc.org.uk or email info@abc.org.uk

Industry agreed measurement
www.abc.org.uk
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To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
Visit us online at www.sports-insight.co.uk

To place an order or request a catalogue: 
Call 01392 354790  Fax 01392 354793

Email sales@bbsports.co.uk
Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 

29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football 
souvenirs available from stock.

• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    
• Latest Products and Designs

Trade Accounts Available Now Online - www.bbsports.co.uk

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

Rugby

Wholesaler

Wholesaler

Table Tennis

Boxing / Martial Arts

Fitness Equipment

Merchandising

Wholesaler

EPOS

Archery

Fitness

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk
Tel:  0121 711 3612

email: sales@cimac.net    www.cimac.net
Official distributor for adidas boxing equipment

Boxing

For more information go to   

www.gforcesportswear.co.uk
or give the GFORCE sales team a call on 

01507 523243

Gymphlex Ltd, Boston Road, Horncastle, 

Lincolnshire  LN9 6HU Fax: 01507 524421 

Email: gforce@gymphlex.co.uk

CREATE A WINNING TEAM WITH 

THE ULTIMATE IN TECHNICAL 

BESPOKE SPORTSWEAR

Performance Clothing

Athletic/School Clothing

Team up with FORCE XV today and become
part of our UK network of retailers 

and teamwear specialists!

contact-export@forcexv.com 
www.forcexv.com

Sublimated Jerseys, Protection, Teamwear & Training Equipment
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TAIL-ENDER

Robinho visited the shop last week and
lay under my desk chewing a 
pig’s ear. We managed to keep it out 
of the papers and there were no
policemen in the street struggling to
control the crowds and keep the
paparazzi on the move.

Before you assume that his unhappy
stint at Manchester City had unhinged
the Brazilian soccer star, perhaps it’s
worth mentioning that this Robinho was
a ginger-coloured mongrel with one blue
eye and one brown one, and who, as far
as we know, has never played in the
Premier League.

Jehovah’s Witnesses
We had dogs at home when I was a lad,
but as far as I remember they lived
outside in kennels and barked at
Jehovah’s Witnesses. But dogs, like
everything else, have gone soft since
then, and now they regard human
comforts and, above all, human company
as their right.

So when my old, and usually wise,
assistant Norman was asked by his
neighbours whether he would look after
Robinho while they were on holiday, he
asked if he could bring the dog to work
“just now and then”. 

“He’ll be no trouble,” Norman said
as we were unpacking some Chinese
tennis balls I had bought on the internet
(no one thought to mention they were
blue and red). “He just likes company.
We can put him under the counter and no
one will know he’s there.” 

Oh yes? In fact, hardly was Robinho
installed on his dog duvet under the
cricket equipment counter with his water
dish and array of canine snacks when he
wanted to go out. Once out, he wanted to
come in, pressing his nose hard against
the glass door until it resembled a model
of Al Jolson made from prunes.

Cats may be relaxing companions
when asleep, but it was soon obvious
that dogs aren’t. Moans, sighs and
sinister gnawing sounds rose from
beneath the counter, resulting in
quizzical looks from several customers. 

“He’s asthmatic,” I said, nodding 
at Norman, who was selling a 
skateboard to someone’s granny.
“Apparently the pollen count’s all over 
the place today.” On another occasion,
unable to resist investigating a long

silence, I wished I hadn’t. Robinho had
been sick on a new consignment of Paula
Radcliffe sweatshirts.

Moving his bed to the corner of the
shop, shielded from customers by a
display of hockey sticks, meant I could
see what he was up to, but also meant
that he could see me. Never since my
brief sojourn as a Teddy Boy in the mid-
1950s had I been stared at so hard and
for so long  - and at least then I was
dancing on top of a phone box.

Giving full attention to customers
was impossible, as black shiny eyes
bored into my subconscious. How can
you say anything sensible about
asymmetrical loop football boot lacing
when you’re being stared at from behind
a pile of rubber bones?

That day, business terminated
abruptly at 4pm when the till computer
screen went blank. During a period when
he appeared to be peacefully asleep,
Robinho had chewed through a coaxial
cable. The next day, obviously now
having a taste for retail equipment, he
put the answer machine out of action and
ate a roll of parcel tape, followed 
by a selection of apparently tasty 
golf accessories.     

Phone phobia 
I had nothing personal against Robinho
you understand. At least not until I found
he had a phone phobia. A ringing phone
sent this ancient creature, which looked

as though he was constructed from wire
coat hangers and old teddy bears, into the
canine equivalent of Naomi Campbell.

With one bound, he tore the phone
from my hand and attacked it with snorts
and growls. I could hear the football
equipment wholesaler on the other end
asking anxiously whether I wanted him
to call a doctor.

Worse was to happen when a man
who intended to place a large order for
equipment for a sports club called and
sat in the chair Robinho had decided was
now his. Robinho climbed laboriously
onto the client’s lap and sat there with an
expression I had not seen before and
didn’t like a bit. 

The man was very nice about what
happened next, but I haven’t heard from
him since. He drove away wearing a pair
of tracksuit bottoms from the bargain
drawer and smelling of disinfectant.

The last day before his owners
returned, Robinho celebrated by eating
six CDs, which contained five years of
accounts, and a Parker fountain pen
given to me by my mother when I passed
the 11 Plus. 

But there’s usually a positive side to
everything - Norman apparently feels so
bad about having brought Robinho into
our lives that he’s volunteered to work
next Saturday entirely free of charge. 

Now I’m just trying to work out
what the catch is. Perhaps he’s been
asked to look after a hippopotamus.

A sideways look at the world of independent retailing
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Innovative and comprehensive range of specialist mini
tennis, badminton, multisport, early years and inclusive
equipment.

The original portable net systems, made in the UK since
1992 . So robust that most are still in active service - with
a repair service to keep them that way. 

And new products. We're constantly designing, 
re-designing, developing and testing. Check out this
season's Sma-a-artlines, our new patented flexible court
marking system. Or Fishing Nets. Or Happy Faces.

To find out more, call or email us. We'd love to hear from
you. Or find us at www.zsig.com.

Zsig is a supplier to the LTA, the Tennis Foundation, the ITF and tenniscoachUK.

creative coaching equipment
t. 0161 484 5000   e. info@zsig.com   www.zsig.com
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Primal Lifestyle Ltd are the sole distributors of Vibram s Fivefingersto the UK & Ireland.
www.primallifestyle.com - +44 1372 200640 - info@primallifestyle.com

Fivefingers
Physiological Facts

“Barefoot” - Fivefingers-style
Fivefingers Footwear - Rubberised Protection - Maximum Sensation

For more information see www.primallifestyle.com/barefoot-conditioning

Natural runners tend to
forefoot strike
Research shows 88 per cent of habitually
unshod Kenyans run with a forefoot strike
(FFS); 75 per cent of habitually unshod
Americans do the same.

Shod runners heel strike
The same research shows 100 per cent
of shod Americans heel strike (HS); 29
per cent of recently shod Kenyans do
the same.

Impact loads increase
when heel striking
The rate of loading of the majority of
barefoot FFS runners was approximately
half those of shod HS runners.

Important information:
The average rate of loading in barefoot 
FFS runners is seven times lower than in
habitually shod runners who HS when
barefoot. This highlights a learning effect 
and indicates the requirement for a
sensible transition period if accustomed
to running in shoes.
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